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and

and

Alaa, Salma, Abdel Wahab and Merriam visited us.



or

We can visit the pyramids, the citadel, the museum or the zoo. 

history  -  freedom  -  life  -  information

The history of Lebanon   
A cat has nine lives. 

cheese  -  coffee -  meat  

 

––

 

––

it

She drove a black old car. 

He wore a black old shirt. 

they



 

 

 

I feel a strong pain in my legs. 

scissors 

trousers

You–––

–they

––

it

––––

–whowhat

–whose

The woman whose eyes are green



––––––––

(this – that – those – these)

this bookthis boy

those – these

these birdsthose pens 

fat boynice girl 

clever boy      

clever boys     

clever girl      

clever

The man in the red car is my father.

more beautiful



 

interested in 

–

Possessive or article

Quantity 

General 

size 

shape 

age 

color  

pattern  

material  

nationality  

adjectival nouns   

 * A tall thin man visited my father yesterday. 

 

 * I repaired my old black American car. 

 

 * Adel sold five green metal farming vessels. 

 

adverbs

quicklyranHe ran quickly. 

extremely richHe is extremely rich.



look at 

 look into  

 look for 

–look after 

 to be

Ahmed is an excellent engineer.

 

They have just arrived from Kena.

She has not finished her homework yet.

 to eat   -   to run   -   to learn  

To watch a football match is my best pleasure. 

Sahar prefers to read science books.



Tarek travelled to America to study computer science. 

what – where – how – when 

Umar was awkward and did not know what to do. 
The trainer taught us how to swim. 

–ing

Driving is my favorite hobby.

I like cooking. 

Marwa is not interested in reading. 

Esmail  owns a cleaning center. 

 

The conference was attended (by the president).  

 

 “by”

The cake was eaten by Tamer. 



 

Happy Life

 

connotations

Pompeii

 



 to spread the secret 

to spill the beans -  to let the cat out of the bag 

– 

 

to burn one’s boats 

to beat one's breast

 wellwell

–

 

warbler

king fisher 

    flamingo

–



 

UN

UNESCO

yuppies  young urban professional persons 

 

yummies  Young Upwardly Mobile Marxists   

 

dinkies  Double Income – No Kids      

 

As broad farce surrendered to cloying melodrama, with its 

fitful bouts of frenzied shouting, wooden acting, and intermittent 
violent scenic effects, we were subjected to savage tickling, 
sentimental pleading, emotional blackmail, religious pandering, 

vehement exhortation and downright bullying.  



 

More than a million refugees, many dying of starvation 

and exposure, crammed the mountainous roads out of the country 
yesterday.   

 



Some said that they experienced such a degree of shock 

at the announcement of a visit after months of total isolation 
that they were quite unable to communicate with their families 

during such visits. 

 So … … that 

………………… 

She was so beautiful that he asked for her hand. 

 It

It is necessary that you look after your family. 

 interesting

 rather

It is a rather boring play.   



I’d rather go now.   

 

The hands and feet of the man.

 Relative Clause

The doctor who I consulted last month 

The doctor who I consulted him last month

 However

There are many reasons, however, which prevent Alan from  

travelling tomorrow. 

 

my uncles' houses 

his friends' cars

the houses of my uncles 

   the cars of my friends

 enough

It is good enough 

–



 s

s

mathematics – statistics

s

yi

Three Marys and eight Henrys have reigned in England.  

 all–any–other

Al-Ahram has a largest circulation of any newspaper. 

 largest any

Al-Ahram has a largest circulation of all newspapers. 

Al-Ahram has a larger circulation than any newspaper. 

Al-Ahram has a larger circulation than any other newspaper. 

 

 The Split Infinitive

He asked me to sincerely advise him in that matter. 

 



 laid laid  lay 

lain  lay  lie

 

I, myself, however, will, most certainly, do what you ask. 

I myself, however, will most certainly do what you ask. 

He, too, I am glad to say, will if possible be present.  

He too, I am glad to say, will if possible be present.  

They talked about many subjects- drama art literature and  

music in particular. 

They talked about many subjects- drama, art, literature and  
music in particular. 

 

alter :  change :  

allow: permit : 



amount: number : 

answer : reply : 

ancient: old :  

abstain: refrain : 

abdicate: resign : 

ability: skill : 

addicted : accustomed : 

admit : confess: 

ample : plenty : 

amusement: recreation : 

accept : acknowledge : 

-  Adam Gadsby & others, Longman Active Study 
Dictionary,   

    Longman, London, 2002. 

 



WAR & MILITARY 
** ** ** 

 

a cease-fire  

a cruel continued attack  

a jet crash  

a military helicopter crash  

a parade of the armed forces  

abate hostilities  

abortive attack  

abortive attempt  

admiral  

admiral of the fleet  

advanced base  

aerial war  

aggressive intentions  

aggressive threats  

air attack  

air base  

air bombardment  

air campaign 

air control tower  

air raid  

air space  

air support  

air vice marshal  

aircraft carrier  

air-to-air missile  

air-to-surface missile  

allied forces  

ambush  –



amphibious assault 

amphibious tank  

an overwhelming sudden attack 

anti-aircraft gun  

anti-tank weapons  

armament race  

armed attack  

armed conflict  

armed forces  

armed intervention  

armed resistance  

armored car  

armored personnel carrier (apc) 

armored vehicles  

arms ––

army of occupation  

army volunteers  

ask to surrender 

atomic bomb  

atomic co-operation  

atomic energy commission  

attack the enemy 

automatic rifle  

bacteriological war  

ban on atomic weapons and rockets  

ban on nuclear tests  

barricades  –

base of operations  

base of supplies  

basic training  

battalion  

battery  



battle  

battlefield  –

bear arms  

belligerent country  –

biological weapons  

blitz  ––

body trapped car 

body trapped parcels  

border clashes  –

breakthrough  ––

bridgehead  

brigade  

brigadier  

bulk  –

captain  

capture (troops / weapons) 

casualties  

chemical warfare 

chemical weapons  

chief of operations  

chief of staff  

civil defense 

civilian casualties  

close support fire  

cold war  

colonel 

combat efficiency  

combat readiness  –

combat zone  –

combined operations  

commander in chief  

commandos  



commodore  

conscript  

conscripted soldier  

conscription department  

counter attack  –

counter measures  

courageous resistance   

daily attacks of revenge  

d-day  

deal with enemy aircraft  

decontamination  

defensive line  

delaying tactics  

denounce the war  

deny information to the enemy  

deploy troops  

desert warfare  

destroyer  

different military units 

diplomatic warfare  

direct fire  

direct fire weapons  

disarm 

disarm a state  

disarmament  

dismiss from service  

dispute over water  

division  

down an aircraft  

dumdum bullet 

early warning system  

electronic warfare  



elite forces  

encounter battle  

enemy artillery 

ethnic war 

evacuation of a territory  –

evacuation of imperialists  

exchange of prisoners of war  

exploit military success  

explosives expert  

field army 

field engineering  

field marshal  

fierce battles  

fight to the bitter end  

fighter-bombers  –

fire support  

flying officer  

fortifications  

frigate  

front line states  

full control  

full-scale mobilization  

gather information about the battlefield 

general  

germ war 

global strategy  

great victory 

group captain  

guerrilla warfare  

half-track vehicles  

hand-to-hand fighting  

heavy bombardment   



heavy machine gun  

heavy shelling 

heavy tank  

helicopter carrier  

h-hour  

hit and run  

holy war  

honorary rank  

hundreds of victims  

hydrogen bomb  

ideological differences  

incendiary bomb   

incendiary shell  

indirect aggression  

indirect fire  

indirect fire weapons  

infantry troops  

infantryman  

influx of refugees because of war  

installation security  

intercontinental ballistic missiles  

intermediate range missiles  

international forces  

internationally-banned weapons  

intruding aircraft  –

invasion  

jamming  ––

joint attack  

large-scale fighting  

laws of war  

liberation of occupied territory  

lieutenant 



lieutenant colonel  

lieutenant commander 

lieutenant general  

light machine gun  

light tank  

lightning war 

long-range artillery  

long-range missiles  

lose a battle after a battle  

low-flying aircraft  

major  

major general  

many deaths  

marksman  

martyr of war  

massive amounts of ammunition  

massive destruction weapons  

massive missile bombardment  

maximum preparedness  

mechanical infantry  

militant  –––

military agreement  

military alliances  

military analyst  

military campaign 

military command  

military expenditure  

military facilities  

military governor  

military installations  

military intelligence 

military law  



military occupation  

military officials  

military operations  

military presence  

military strategy  

military suit –

militia  

mine detector  

mine sweeping  

minefield  

miner  

mines  

mobile defense  

monopoly of arms  

mopping-up operations  

mountain warfare  

multi-channel  

multi-channel wireless system  

mutiny of the army  

mutual arms reduction  

naval base  

navy 

navy volunteers  

nerve gas  

neutron bomb  

night attack  

noman’s land  –

northern front  

nuclear blast  

nuclear bombing  

nuclear deterrence  

nuclear reactor  



nuclear test explosions  

nuclear war  

nuclear warhead  

nuclear weapons  –

occupation forces  

occupation of a territory  

papra-military organizations  

paratroopers  

penetrative shell  

personnel security  

pilot officer  

pincer movement  –

pistol  

platoon  

pocket battleship  

pocket piece  

pontoon bridges  

popular resistance  

prisoners of war  

provide with arms and ammunition 

provocative actions  

psychological warfare  

radar installations  

raid  

rear admiral  

recapture  

reconnaissance mission  

reconnaissance plane 

reduction of armament  

refugee camp  

refugees   

regiment  



religious war  

republican guard  

reserve officers  

resist the oppression of imperialism   

retired officer  

rifle  

rights of the occupied people  

rise up in arms  

rocket artillery  

rocket base  

satellite  

second lieutenant  

secret stores of weapons  

section 

self-propelled gun  

shell  

shell a certain position  

shooting range  

shooting training  

smart weapons   

smash victory  ––

smoke screen  

smoke shell  

sniper  

soldiers 

special troops  

squadron 

squadron  

staff officer  

star shell  

star war 

state of belligerency  



state of high emergency  

static defense  

strategic weapons  

strong points  

strong/stubborn resistance  

sub-machine gun  

summon reserve officers  

super smart weapons  

supreme commander of the armed forces  

surface-to-air missile  

surrender  

take precautions to ensure …  

tank  

tear gases  

technical support  

termination of war  –

territorial claims  

territorial dispute  

territorial gains  

territorial water  

the armament authority  

the commander in chief of armed forces  

the engineering authority  

the fire fighting department  

the fuel supply department  

the home front 

the medical authority  

the military governor-general  

the military police department  

the occupied land  

the operations authority  

the ordinance department  



the organization and administration authority  

the personnel authority  

the printing and publishing department  

the rations department  

the supply and provisions authority  

the supreme military council  

the technical authority  

the transport and vehicles department   

the veterinary authority  

the world wars  

theatre of war  –

to be in the alert  

to gain more land  –

to lower rank  

top military secrets  

top secret  

top sergeant  

torpedo boat  

tracing bullets  

trench warfare  

tribal war  

troop ( 

truce 

truce negotiations between the two states 

truce observers  

UN massive destruction weapons 

inspectors 

UN peace keeping forces  

unconditional surrender  

unconditioned truce  

under arms  

unknown soldier memorial   



urban warfare  

verbal war  

vice admiral  

violation of armistice agreement  

volunteer soldier  

war crime  

war criminal  

war cry 

war games  

war migration camps  

war of attrition  

war of nerves  

war prisoners exchange 

war refugee gathering centers  

war refugees  

war room  

war time  

war victims  

war widow  

war-baby  

ware damage  

war-plane  

war-ship  

weapon training  

weapons of mass destruction  

wing commander 

wireless communication  

wireless set 

withdrawal of troops  

worldwide resentment of this aggression 

wounded soldiers  

 



COUNTRIES, CAPITALS 

 AND CURRENCIES 

** ** **

 

Country  Capital   
Currency  

 

Afghanistan  Kabul  Afghani 

Albania Tirana  lek  

Algeria Algiers  dinar 

Angola  Luanda kwanza 

Antigua  Saint John’s dollar 

Argentina  Buenos Aires  peso 

Australia  Canberra dollar  

Austria  Vienna  schilling 

Bahamas  Nassau dollar  

Bahrain  Manama   dinar   

Bangladesh  Dacca  taka 

Barbados  Bridgetown  dollar 

Belgium  Brussels  franc  

Benin Porto novo  franc  

Bolivia  La Paz peso 

Botswana  Gaborone  pula  

Bourkina Faso  Ouagadougou franc  

Brazil  Brasilia  cruzeiro  

Bulgaria  Sofia lev  

Burma  Rangoon  kyat  

Burundi  Bujumbura  franc  

Cambodia  Phnom Penh riel  

Cameron  Yaounde  franc  

Canada  Ottawa  dollar  

Chad  N’Djamena  franc  



Chile  Santiago  peso  

China  Peking  yuan  

Colombia  Bogota  peso 

Congo  Brazzaville franc  

Costa Rica San Jose  colone  

Cuba  Havana  peso  

Cyprus Nicosia  pound 

Czechoslovakia  Prague koruna  

Denmark  Copenhagen krone  

Djibouti  Djibouti  franc  

Dominican  Santo Domingo peso 

Ecuador Quito  sucre  

Egypt  Cairo  pound  

El Salvador  San Salvador  colon  

Ethiopia  Addis Ababa birr  

Fiji  Suva  dollar  

Finland  Helsinki  markkaa  

France  Paris  franc  

Gabon  Libreville  franc  

Gambia  Banjul  dalam 

Germany  Berlin  mark 

Ghana  Accra  new cedi 

Greece  Athens  drachma  

Guatemala  Guatemala City quetzal 

Guinea  Conakry  syli  

Guinea Bissau  Bissau  peso 

Guyana Georgetown  dollar 

Haiti  Port-au-Prince gourde 

Honduras  Tegucigalpa  lempira 

Hungary  Budapest  forint  



Iceland  Reykjavik kronur 

India  New Delhi  rupee  

Indonesia  Jakarta  rupiah  

Iran  Tehran  riyal 

Iraq  Baghdad  dinar  

Ireland  Dublin  pound 

Israel Tel Aviv  shekel  

Jamaica  Kingston dollar 

Japan  Tokyo  yen  

Jordan  Amman  dinar  

Kuwait  Kuwait  dinar  

Laos  Vientiane  kip 

Lebanon Beirut  lira 

Lesotho  Maseru  rand  

Liberia  Monrovia  dollar  

Libya  Tripoli  dinar  

Luxembourg  Luxembourg  franc  

Macao   Macao City pound  

Madagascar  Tananarive   franc  

Malawi  Lilongwe kawacha 

Malaysia  Kuala Lumpur  ringgit  

Mali Bamako  franc  

Malta  Valetta  pound  

Mauritania  Nouakchott  franc  

Mauritius  Port Louis  rupee 

Mexico  Mexico City  peso 

Monaco  Monaco-ville franc  

Mongolia  Ulanbaatar tugrik 

Morocco  Rabat  dirham  

Mozambique Maputo  escudo  

Namibia  Windhoek  rand  

Nepal  Kathmandu rupee 



Netherlands Amsterdam  guilder  

New Zealand  Willington  dollar  

Nicaragua  Managua  cordoba  

Niger Niamey  franc  

Nigeria  Lagos  maira  

Norht Korea  Pyongyang  wom 

Norway Oslo  kroner  

Oman  Muscat  riyal  

Pakistan  Islamabad  rupee 

Palestine  Jerusalem   

Panama  Panama balboa  

Paraguay  Asuncion  guarani 

Peru  Lima sol  

Philippines  Manila  peso  

Poland  Warsaw  ziety  

Portugal  Lisbon  escudo  

Puerto Rico  San Juan  dollar  

Qatar  Doha riyal  

Romania  Bucharest  leu  

Russia  Moscow  rouble  

Rwanda  Kigali  franc  

San Marino  San Marino  lira 

Saudi Arabia  Riyadh  riyal  

Senegal  Dakar  franc  

Seychelles  Victoria  rupee 

Sierra Leone Freetown  leone  

Singapore  Singapore  dollar  

Somalia  Mogadishu  shelling  

South Africa Cape Town  rand  

South Korea  Seoul  wom 

Spain  Madrid  peseta  

Sri Lanka  Colombo  rupee 



Sudan  Khartoum  pound  

Surinam  Paramaribo  guilder 

Swaziland  Mbabane  rand  

Sweden  Stockholm krona  

Switzerland  Bern  franc  

Syria  Damascus  lira  

Taiwan  Taipei  dollar  

Tanzania  Dar es-Salam shilling  

Thailand  Bangkok  baht  

Togo  Lome franc 

Trinidad and Tobago Port of Spain  

dollar 

Tunisia  Tunis  dinar  

Turkey  Ankara  lira  

Uganda Kampala shilling  

United Arab 

Emirates   

Abu Dhabi dirham  

United Kingdom London  pound 

United States Washington dollar 

Uruguay  Montevideo  pseo 

Venezuela  Caracas  bolivar  

Vietnam  Hanoi  dong  

Yemen  Sana  riyal  

Yugoslavia Belgrade  dinar  

Zaire  Kinshasa  zaire  

Zambia  Lusaka  kwacha  

Zimbabwe  Harare  dollar  

 

 

Euro



 

 

Saudi Riyal  Omani Riyal   

Indian Rupee Sri Lankan Rupee  

Turkish Lira Syrian Lira  

French franc  Belgian Franc   

US Dollar Australian Dollar  

 



RELIGION AND BELIEF 

** ** ** 

 

Islam: :

a bearer of glad tidings and a warner 

a civil marriage contract  

a company of Jinns  

a humiliating punishment  

a vicegerent on earth  

ablution  ––

abomination  ––

abstain from food and drink  

abundance of wealth and sons 

adopt Islam  –

adulterer   –

Al-Aqsa Mosque  

Allah hears and sees all things  

Allah is free of all wants, worthy of all praise  

Allah merges night into day  

an arrogant transgressor  

ancestral customs  

Ancient House  –

ascension 

ascetic  –

asceticism  –

atheism  ––

be grateful for Allah’s favors  

be lead astray by Satan  

be lead by arrogance  

be stoned  

belie religion  



believe in God  

blood-money  –

booty – spoils of war  –

break one’s covenant  –

by Allah’s permission  

call for prayers  –

carrion  –

change words from their context  

chastisement  –

companions of the fire 

Companions of the garden  

conceal the truth  –

congregational prayer  

creation – create  –

Day of Congregation  

Day of Resurrection  –

definite right  

denial of God  

disbeliever – faithless  –

disobedience –

dispersal of the Jews  

divine gift  –

divine religions  

divine revelation  ––

divorce given in anger  

divorce given in jest 

divorce given under compulsion  

divorce given under intoxication 

doer of good  –

enormity ––

enthrone –

error-ridden  –



eternal  – –

evidence  ––

evils of our souls and our bad deeds  

faithful – faithfulness    

fasting compensatory   

fate  

fate and divine decree 

fear of Allah  

feed a needy person  

fight in the cause of Allah  

flogging –

forgiveness  

four witnesses  

Gabriel  

gains of the war  –

give admonition 

good and evil  

grace and mercy of Allah  

grave impurity  

grievous chastisement  

guide and mercy  

hard-hearted people  

has power over all things  

heavy punishment  

hell 

his balance is heavy  

Holy Divine Books  

hypocrite – hypocrisy   –

idolater  –

idolatry  

in the best of moulds 

interpretation of the Holy Quran  



irrevocable divorce 

is better than a thousand months  

Islamic conquests  

Islamic jurisprudence 

judge between people  

judge with equity  

kneel down  

learn by heart  

legal conditions of marriage 

life of good pleasure and satisfaction  

Lord of heavens and earth  

Lord of Throne of Honor  

Man is in loss. 

Master of the Day of Judgement  

Master of the Day of Judgement  

may Allah be pleased with him  

men proceed in groups sorted out  

mischief therein and shed blood 

misunderstanding  –

moral ideals  

Muslim  

narrator  

no falsehood can approach it 

non-Muslims  

offer salutation to you  

on a journey  

orientalist 

overweening arrogance 

paganism  –

paradise  

peace and blessings be upon him (PBUH) 

peace be upon him  



people of the book 

perspicuous book  

piety – pious  –

pilgrim –

pilgrimage    –

pillars of Islam  

prayer –

prayer times  

predestination  –

pre-Islamic period  

proclaim the rights of man  

prohibited moths  

propagation of Islam  –

prophet  –

prophet’s statement (hadeeth)  –

prostrate to Allah 

punishment of murder  

put in the fasts later  

receive the revelation  

recite –

recite the creed  

refused and was haughty  

religious ceremonies  

religious observances 

remembrance of Allah 

remit the sins  

renegade from his religion  

resurrection 

reward –

righteous  

righteous caliphs  

rosary 



sacred duty – sacred mission  –

sermon –

servants of God  

sin and transgression  

sincere repentance  

sinners  – wrong-doers –

spiritual world 

stone the married adulterer to death  

supplication –––

sustenance  ––

swine-flesh  

tales of the ancients  

taste the chastisement 

testify  

The Beneficent, The Merciful  

The books of Abraham and Moses  

the companions of the prophet  T
the fairest names (the 99 attributes) of Allah  

the firmest hand-hold  

the four caliphs of the prophet  

the hereafter ––

The Holy Quran  

the needy who asks and the deprived  

the night-journey  

the originator of the heavens and the earth  

the right path  

the sons of Adam  

the true religion  –

the unseen  

the wrong-doers  

their hearts are sealed  

to submit his whole self to Allah  



traduce virtuous women 

tranquillity –

transgress insolently 

treacherously break the terms  

tremendous trial  

true repentance 

under the banner of Islam  

violate the sanctity  –

virtuous women 

was created from clay  

wash hands up to the elbows  

woe to the disbelievers   –

work deeds of righteousness   

worldly  

Prophets and Messengers  : 

Aaron  

Abraham 

David  

Isaac 

Ishmael  

Jacob – Israel  –

Jesus – Christ  –

Jonah 

Joseph  

Lot 

Mohamed (PBUH) 

Moses  

Noah  

Shuaib  

Solomon  

Yahya 

Zacharias   



 

Christianity : 

altar  

archbishop 

archdeacon 

Ash Wednesday  

backbite others  –

bishop  

Catholic  

Christian  –

Christmas  

Church of Nativity  

clergy  

congregation –

Coptic  

Coptic Church  

Coronation of the Pop  

Day of Atonement  

decon  

Easter Day  

eschatology –

excommunicate ––

Good Friday  

Bible –

holy communion 

Holy Synod  

hymens –

intercession – intercessor  –

litanies  

monastery  

monk – non  –

New testament  



nunnery  

oblation 

offer a sacrifice  

Old Testament  

ordain a priest  

orgiastic  –

Orthodox  

Palm Sunday  

parson – vicar  ––

penitential prayer  –

priest  –

Protestant  

religion reformation  

resurrection and salvation  

silence a priest  

The Last Supper  

The Vatican – Pope –

The Virgin Mary  

theology  

 

Judaism  : 

The Ten Commandments 

Divine potency  

Israel  

kiddush 

Manna  

Nolad Senhendrin 

rabbi –

Rosh ha Desh  

Rosh ha Sha  

shewbread  

synagogue  



Telmud  

The Israelites  –

Torah  

Wailing Wall 

Yom Kipour  

 

 



TOURISM, HOTELS  

AND AVIATION 

** ** ** 

 

Tourism and Hotels : 

adjoining room  

air pollution  

antique shop  

atmospheric conditions  

atmospheric disturbances  

atmospheric humidity  

automatic drip coffee maker  

available capital  

available resources  

available room  –

bakery industry  

bathing tourism  –

beautification campaign  

bed and board house  

bed and breakfast  

boarding house  –

boat capacity  

boat race  

booking office 

bottle opener  

bottleneck  ––

breakfast cook  

breakfast service  

broadcast media 

broadcasting service  

buffet car  



business tourism  

camera shop – photo store  

camp grounds  

camping trip  

caravan 

caravan tourism  

career opportunities  

carhop  

carriage attendant  

catering and accommodation  –

chamber maid  

classified information  

clear the table  

clothes drier  –

coat room attendant  –

coffee break  

communication media  

complementary rooms  

conducted tour  –

conference center  

conference tourism  

contemporary civilization  

continental breakfast  ––

curative tourism  

customs agency  

D.J. (Disc Jockey)  

data acquisition / gathering  –

deck steward  

delivery date  

dinner wagon  

domestic tourism  

double booking  



double room  

double-decker   –

dry cleaning  

Dutch treat  

Egyptian antiquities 

entry is forbidden  

entry points  

entry tax  

entry visa  

entry-level employee  

exchange rate  

excursion boat  

excursion operator  

fair competition  

family guesthouse  

family room  

fast food restaurant  

first aid  

first aid kit  

first class  

first officer  –

five stars hotel  

food and beverage department  

foreign currency  –

forward booking  

four stars hotel  

frontier formalities –

full board (FB)  

god-conduct certificate  

government hotel tax  

government tourism representative  

grand character  



gratuity – tip  ––

green channel – green line  

Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) 

guest relation manager  

half board (HB) 

Hand-woven dresses  

hard currency  

head assistant cook  

head assistant waiter  

head cook  –

head of delegation  

health resort  

help yourself  –

historical monuments  

hotel chain  

ice skating  

ideal summer resort  

ill effects of alcoholism  

influx of tourists  –

information center  

inland transport  

inn – auberge  

international exhibition  

inter-regional tourism  

jacuzzi bath – jacuzzi  –

jolly good fellow  

junior station waiter  

key rack – keyboard  

knocker  –

land transport 

licensed restaurant  



luggage allowance  

luxury first class 

main course  

marketing chance  

mass tourism  

master key  

maximum peak  

men’s room – gents  

minimum charge 

national currency  

national dishes 

national nature reserve  

native guest  

natural attractions  

natural sites  

nudist beach  

occupancy percentage  

occupancy rate  

occupied room  

office boy  

open buffet  

open ticket  

opening ceremony  

oriental breakfast  –––

–

PA system – public address system  

partial exemption  

passenger and goods train  

passenger compartment  

pension  –

per person  –

priority cabin  



quality standard  

quay duties  

quick freeze  

quick meals  

quick service counter  

railway journey  –

railway timetable  

random sample  

receipts from foreign tourism  

receipts from international fare   

relaxation of frontier formalities 

religious tourism  

restful resort 

revolving door  

room division manager  

room utilization  –

safety and protection measures  

safety deposit box  –

sailing boat  

seat reservation  

single room with a bath  

skyscraper 

snorkel diving  

soft opening  

summer resort  

table of fares  –

technical fittings  –

temple of Abu Simbel  

the ancient Egyptians  

The Hanging Gardens of Babylon  

the hotel is famed for … ……

The Pharos of Alexandria  



The Pyramids of Egypt  

The seven wonders of the world 

three stars hotel  

time of delivery  

time of departure  

tourism equipment exhibition  

tourist group  –

tourist nights  

tourist-related business  

towering building  ––

traditional tourism  

travel abroad  

travel agency  –

travel publications  

trunk exchange  

underutilization of resources  

union card  

unknown soldier memorial  

urban population  

valuable resources  –

wake up phone 

winter resort  

year-round season  

watch out for pick pockets  

water-wings  

wild dove season  

yacht club  

youth camps  

youth exchange  

youth tourism  

zebra crossing  

zero point  –



Aviation : 

arrival hall  

aviation hazards  

aviation insurance  

baggage check-in –

banned from travel – blacklisted  

cabin attendant  

canceled flight  

cargo manifest  

carousel 

civil passenger plane  

commercial aviation  

complimentary ticket  

custom’s declaration  

daily flight  

departure fee  

direct carrier 

direct flight  

disembarkation fee 

domestic carrier  

domestic flight  

duty-free 

economy class  

embarkation fee  

extra weight  

fire extinguisher  

first class  –

first officer  

flag carrier – national carrier  

flight deck  



flight destination  –

flight operations  

flight program  

flight recorder – black box  –

flight schedule  

flight/ cabin attendant  

freedom of transit  

hand baggage – hand luggage  

high speed flight  

international carrier  

International Civil Aviation 

Organization (ICAO) 

jet airliner  

jumbo jet  

landing area  

landing crew  

landing en route 

luggage belt 

luggage claim  

luggage declaration  

non-smoking section  

overhead lockers  

reduced-rate ticket  

round trip ticket  

scheduled passenger flight  

scheduled time  

single-engine plane  

stranded passengers  

tourist zone  

unclaimed/ lost baggage office 

valid ticket 

validity of products  



void  –––

voting right  –

voucher –

voyage charter  

waiting list  

waiting room  

wall-to-wall carpet  

 



 

POLITICS, DIPLOMACY, AUTHORITIES   

AND ORGANIZATIONS 
**  **  ** 

 

a flagrant violation of the international law 

a party’s parliamentary body  

a roundtable discussion  

a roundtable meeting  

a state of war was announced in the state 

a telegram of thanks  

abortive coup 

abrogation of treaties  

absolute majority  

abstain from voting  

acquired nationality 

acts of aggression  

adhere to party policy  

administrative authorities  

Afro-Asian People’s Solidarity  

agents of imperialism  

aggression  

agriculture sector  

ambassador  

ambassador at large  

amend laws  

American Zionist Council  

American Zionist Federation  

Amnesty International (AI)  

an official spokesman  

an uprising against imperialism  

anarchy  



 

annual report 

anti-war demonstrations  

Arab league  

Arab nationalism  

arbitrary government 

Arms Control and Disarmament 

Agency 

armed groups  

armed invasion  

armed revolt  

armistice commission  

ask asylum  

aspirations of the masses  

assembly hall  

assume one’s duties  

at ambassadorial level  

authenticated document  

authority  

balance of powers  

be returned unopposed  

behind the scene talks  

beyond all question 

big powers 

bilateral relations  

binding decision  

board of governors –

breach the diplomatic norms  

break off diplomatic relations  

cabinet collapse  

cabinet collective responsibility  

cabinet crisis  

cabinet reshuffle  



candidate for the elections  

capitalism  

Caribbean Free Trade Association  

Central American Common Market 

(CACM) 

Central Security Force  

charismatic leader  

charter  

Chief of Protocol  

civil authority  

civil defense  

civil rights  

civil service  

civilian government  

clauses of the agreement  

closed meeting  

cold war 

come into terms  

Commission on Human Rights  

common interests  

communism  

communist government  

communist party  

condemn – denounce  

conduct negotiations  

conference  

conflicting interests  

conservative government  

constituency  

constituent assembly  

constitution  

constitutional oath  



 

consulate 

consultation for the formation of a cabinet  

cooling in relations between the two countries  

cordial relations  

counterpart  

coup attempt 

coup leader  

crisis management  

crown prince  

danger to public order  

decentralized system of government  

decision  

decision making  

decision making process  

decisive decisions  

declaration of war  

declare oneself to be incompetent  

decline comment  

deep concern  

delegate observer  

delegation  

democracy  

democratically elected government   

demonstrations 

Deputy Prime Minister  

desperate situation  –

detailed record –

detailed report  

deterioration  

deterioration of the world situation  

developed countries  

developing countries  



deviate from party policy  

dictatorship  

diplomat 

diplomatic activity  

diplomatic crisis  

diplomatic custom 

diplomatic immunity  

diplomatic instructions 

diplomatic relations  

Disarmament Committee  (DC) 

discriminatory procedure 

dishonest means  

dispute the validity of … … ……

divide and rule  

domestic policies  

doyen of the diplomatic corps 

drastic measures  

economic blockade  

economic sanctions  

election campaign 

election campaign expenses  

embassy  

emergency cabinet meeting  

emergency law 

emergency meeting  

enjoy the privileges  

enter into negotiations  

enter into negotiations  –

equality of opportunity  

European Union  

evasive reply  –

examination of proposals  



 

exchange diplomatic representatives  

executive authority  

expanded meeting  

expel the ambassador  

expiration of a treaty  

exploration of public opinion  

express approval  

extension of international participation  

extraordinary mission  

extraordinary session  

fact finding committee  

fair means  

Far East  

federal budget  

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) 

federal union  

fiscal immunity  

five-year plan 

Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)  

forbidden zone  –

force majeure  ––

foreign diplomats  

foreign military bases  

foreign occupation  

foreign policy  

form a cabinet  

freedom of expression  

freedom of thought  

freedom of worship  

friction between nations  

full political rights  

full-scale mobilization  



fundamental problems  

furnish with documentation  –

general amnesty  

general assembly  

government  

government bodies  

government departments  

government intervention  

government policy statement  

government representatives  

government-controlled media  

government-owned media  

great majority  

green peace group  

growing popularity  

Gulf Co-operation Council (GCC) 

hearings  

heirs of the throne  

Her Royal highness  

high commissioner  

His Royal Highness  

home front  

House of Lords  

House of Representatives  

House of the Senates = The Senate  

human rights  

ideological trend  –

illegal actions of violence  

illegitimate actions  

imperialist tendency  

imperialistic domination  

imperialistic intrigues  



 

impose a ruling regime by force  

inauguration of parliament  

independence  

independence day 

independence treaty  

indirect aggression  

industrial sector  

Industrial Workers of the World (IWW) 

influx of refugees  

information department  –

informed circles  –

Interim President  

internal affairs  

internal dispute  

International Atomic Energy Agency 

International Bank for Reconstruction and 

Development (IBRD) 

International Chamber of Commerce   

international commitments 

international co-operation  

International Fund for Agriculture 

Development  

international issues  

International Labor Organization (ILO) 

international law  

international observer  

international peace  

international public law   

International Solidarity Movement (ISM) 

international supervision  –

intervention in the domestic affairs  

introduce new amendments on .. 



invalid vote  

Islamic Development Bank 

joint authority  

joint statement  

key of the situation  –

kingdom – king  

Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic 

Development  

labor government  

League of Arab Nations  

legation 

Legislative Assembly  

legislative authority  

level of representation  –

liberal government  

liquidate his political opponents  

local committees  

local council 

logistic aids 

long-range agreement  

major cabinet reshuffle  

major parties  

major strategic importance  

man in the street  ––

martial law  

massive turnout  

meeting  

members of the diplomatic corps 

Middle East  

military alliances (pacts) 

military government  

military intervention  



 

mini-cabinet  

minister  

minister of defense  – secretary of defense   

minister of education  

minister of foreign affairs – interior minister  

minister of interior affairs – secretary of state   

minister without portfolio  

Ministry of Agriculture  

Ministry of Commerce  

Ministry of Communications  

Ministry of Culture  

Ministry of Economy  

Ministry of Finance  

Ministry of Health and Population  

Ministry of Industry  

Ministry of Information  

Ministry of Justice  

Ministry of Religious Endowments 

Ministry of Social Affairs  

Ministry of Supplies  

Ministry of Treasury  

minor cabinet reshuffle  

minor parties 

minority party 

monarchy  

most vital fact  

multi-party system  

mutual co-operation 

mutual problems  

mutual understanding  

naked intervention  

national aims  



national anthem  

national aspirations and aims  

national day  

national issues  

national security  

national spirit  

Near East  

negotiations 

neighboring states  

non-alignment – positive  neutrality  –

non-governmental organizations  

North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 

nuclear armament race  

nuclear test explosions  

observance of the treaty  

occupation  

occupied land  

of vital interest  

official delegation  

official journal of the conference  

official recognition  

official source  

official statement  

one-party system 

OPEC Fund for International Development  

opposing front  

opposition  

opposition party  

order of the republic  

Organization for Europe 

Economic Co-operation (OEEC) 

Organization of African Unity (OAU) 



 

Organization of American States (OAS) 

Organization of Arab Petroleum 

Exporting Countries (OAPEC) 

Organization of Islamic Conference (OIC)  

Organization of the Petroleum 

Exporting Countries (OPEC) 

overwhelming majority  

parliament  

parliamentary debate  

parliamentary immunity  

parliamentary sessions  –

party  

party program (manifesto) 

peace activist 

peace agreement  

peaceful co-existence  

peaceful walk  

permanent advisory body  

policy 

policy making  

policy making body  –

policy of compromise  

policy of fair distribution  

policy of good neighborly relations 

policy of negotiation on an equal basis  

political analyst  

political channels  

political crisis  

political delegation  

political prisoners  

political scandal  

political situation  



political tactics 

political targets 

political trends  

political/ official source  

poor turnout  

popular referendum 

post-war settlement  

pre-feasibility studies  

preliminary negotiations  

premature elections – snap elections  

preparatory committee 

preparatory meeting  

president  

presidential address  

presidential advisor  

presidential elections  

presidential palace  

prime minister 

prime minister designate  

private ownership  

private sector  

proclaim a state of emergency  

prolonged political crisis  

protest against  

public interest  

public opinion poll 

public ownership  

put the flag at half-mast  

question of time  

racial conflict  –

racial discrimination  

rebellion  



 

recall an ambassador  

recognition of a government  

recognition of a nation  

recognition of independence  

red-carpet reception  

removal from office  

renew a pledge  

repeat elections  

republic – republican  

republican decree 

revision of a treaty  

revolution  

right of political asylum  

right of self determination  

rule out  

ruler  

ruling coalition  

ruling party  

ruling regimen  

seat of government  

secretary general  

Security council  

security forces  

seizure of aircrafts 

self determination  

self-help projects  

senior officials  

settlement of differences  

shuttle diplomacy  

smuggling of arms  

social justice  

socialist party  



Southeast Asian Treaty Organization (SEATO) 

sovereign state  

sovereignty of the state  

stability of international relations  

state – nation  

State Council  

State Information Service  

state visit  

step down  

stop the war coalition  

strengthen ties with  … … 

strikes and walks  

strongly-worded note of protest 

subversive activities  

sudden state of tension 

summit conference  

supreme body  

tacit consent  

take necessary measures  

talks in the lobbies  

territorial waters  

terrorist attacks  

terrorist groups  

the American Administration  

The big powers  

The Central Agency for Mobilization 

and Statistics  

The Central Agency for Organization 

and Administration 

The Central Auditing Agency  

The Charter of The United Nations  

The Conservative Party  



 

The Democratic Party  

the diplomatic clock ran out of time  

the diplomatic relations were severed  

The European Community (EC)  

The General Assembly of the UN  

The General Investigation Department 

the holocaust  –

The House of Commons  

The International Committee of the Red 

Cross  

The International Court of Justice ( I C J )  

The International Labor Organization  

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) 

The Legislative Council  

The Middle East Crisis  

The Ministers  

The National Democratic Party  

the national movement  

The Non-alignment Movement (NAM) 

The Palestinian Issue  

the parties of the dispute  

the parties of the dispute came into terms 

the political circles  

the political parties  

the present situation  –

The Red Crescent  

The Security Council  

the third world  

the UN authorization 

The Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights  

The World Bank 



The World Peace Council (WPC) 

thin majority  

to accede to a treaty  

to categorically deny  

to enter into negotiations  

to freeze the issue  

to grant political asylum to .. .. .. 

to honor international commitments  

to lay the foundation stone  

to put the question to the vote  

to ratify a treaty  

to refuse to elaborate  –

to respect the international law  

to review the guard of honor  

to strengthen ties  

to survive a vote of confidence  

to work for the common good  

top officials of the state  

top secret  

top secrets of the nation 

treaty of assistance  

treaty of close alliance  

UN Children’s Fund (UNICEF) 

UN Development Program (UNDP) 

UN Disaster Relief Coordinator 

(DRC) 

UN Environmental Program (UNEP)  

UN Fund for Population Activities 

(UNFPA) 

UN organizations  

UN Peacekeeping Forces  

UN Special Fund (UNSF) 



 

unanimously  

unconfirmed rumors  

under implementation  –

under negotiation  –

under the auspices of … … …  

under the auspices of the United Nations 

underscore  

under-secretary  

United Nations 

United Nations Decolonisation 

Committee  

United Nations Educational, Scientific 

and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) 

Universal Postal Union  

unprovoked aggression  –

unprovoked attack  

unqualified for the elections 

urgent problem  –

valid vote  

vice-president 

viceroy  

vote down  –……

war against terrorism  

Warsaw Treaty Organization (WTO) 

within the scope of a certain treaty  

works of aggression  

World Food Council  

World Food Program (WFP) 

World Health Organization (WHO) 

World Intellectual Property 

Organization (WIPO) 

World Meteorological Organization (WMO) 



World Peace Council (WPC) 

World Trade Organization (WTO) 

World War  

yearbook of human rights  

Zionism  

Zionist    

 



LANGUAGE, LITERATURE  

AND PRESS 
** ** ** 

 

a blackout on the news  

a masterpiece  –

abridge  

abusive language  –

accept the evaluation of his work  

accidents editor  

act  

adverb of time  

afternoon newspaper  

American language 

appendix  

appreciate  –

art editor  

article  

ask for an evaluation of his work –

authentic reports  

autobiography  

auto-determination  

banner headline –

best-seller –

bilingual glossary  

biography  ––

black humor  

black/dark comedy  

blank verse  

boasting poem  



bold typing  

cameraman  

caption  

censorship  

chapter  

character  

characterization 

classical tragedy  

clause of concession  

clause of condition  –

coined words  

columnist  

comedy of manners 

comedy of situation  

comic opera  

commit himself to a course of action  

confessional literature  

conspiracy – machination  –

contents – index  –

cook a story  

correct proofs 

correspondent  –

critic – criticism  –

criticism of poetry  –

daily column  

daily newspaper 

dead letter  –

deliver a lecture  

deliver/make a speech  

detective story  

developing character  

dialogue  ––



discussion – debate  ––

domestic tragedy  

drama  –

dramatic personae   

dramatic poetry  

dumb show  

dummy / maquette  

earth-shaking news –

economic editor  

edition  

editor  

editorial  

editorial board  

editorial policy  

editorial staff  

editor-in-chief   

Egyptian public opinion  

epic  

evaluate works of … …  

express an opinion  

fabricated news  

fairy tales 

false reports  

fancy dress  

figurative language  

figures of speech  

financial editor  

first lead  

first-person narrative  

follow-up a story  –

font size  

foreign news 



foreign correspondents  

frame story  

free verse  

freedom of press  

freedom of speech  

freelance journalist  

freelance translator  

front/back page  

garble  

gentleman’s agreement  –

glossary  

gossip column  

governmental control  

government-owned media  

gutter press – yellow press  

headlines  

heroic poetry  

highlights of the news  

His writings are against our customs.  

historical novel  

hot news  

idiomatic expressions  –

industrial revolution  

international news agencies  

irony –

issue  

italicization  

jamming station  

journalism  

journalist 

lampoon  –

land reform  



later news service (LNS)  

layout of the paper  

leading article  

light verse  

linguistics  

local news 

low comedy  

lyric poetry  

macaronic verse  

magazine  

main article  

manuscript  –

medieval drama  

medieval manuscript  

melodrama  –

morning news 

motif 

myth –

narrative poetry  

national newspaper  

new piece of information  

news agency  

news analysis  

news commentary  

news conference – press conference  

news in brief  

newsman  

newsmonger  

newspaper  –

newspaper license  

Nobel Prize   

novel  –



object to .. .. .. 

ode  –

oedipus theme  

official spokesman  

OK ––

OK after correction  

one-act play 

oppose - opposition  –

opposition newspaper  

outline  ––

paragraph  

paraphrase ––

parts of speech  ––

party newspapers  

periodicals  –

phonetics – phonology 

phrasal verbs  –

picture news  

plagiarize  

platonic love  

play up – highlight  –

playwright  –

pocket edition  

poet – poetry  –

poetic drama  

point of view  

preface – introduction  –

preservation of old knowledge  

press  

press article 

press attack  



press campaign  

press conference  

press controversy  –

press gallery  

press liberty  

press organization  

press photographer  

press statement  

private theatre  

problem novel  

problem play 

pro-government newspaper  

prosaic 

prose rhythm  –

provincial newspapers  

pseudonym  

public opinion 

public theatre  

publications  

quality magazine  

racy stories  –

radio photo  

rationalism –

realism –

receive an attack of many critics  

receive an evaluation of his work  

recent developments  

reportage  

reporter  

retroaction  

romantic comedy   

romantic novel   



romanticism  –

run-on line  

satiric poetry  

scenario  –

scenarist 

scene  –

science editor  

science fiction  

scoop  –

second a notion  

second lead  

semi-official newspaper  

short story  

slip of the tongue 

social structure  

specialized magazine  

sports editor  

stanza  –

static character  

stop press  –

story  

style  ––

sub-editor  

summarize  –

summary  –

surrealism  –

tabloid 

teaching objectives  –

television networks  

The community refused his new book. 

The Middle East News Agency (MENA)  

theatre of the absurd  



theme ––

thesaurus  –

to play down  –

tragedy  

tragedy  

tragic irony  –

type character  

urgent news –

vade mecum –

vocabulary  –

welcomed in the literary circles  

wide circulation  

writer  –

Xenophanic  –

yarn  –

yearbook  

yellow journalism  

yellow press 

zeitgeist  –

 



LAW, COURTS 

& POLICE 
** ** ** 

 

… … is sentenced for … … …………

accept in principle  –

accomplice  

accused  

adjourn  

adulterer  

anti-riot police  

appeal  

armed organization  

arrest warrant  

arson 

arsonist  

assassination – assassinate  –

barrister –

be charged in two scores  

be placed under sequestration  

be referred to court  

be released on bail  

be summoned to the court  

be tried in absentia  

beating to death  

bench  

bill of indictment  –

blackmail  –

body of laws  

breach of duty  

burglary – burglar  –



capacity of exercise  

capital punishment – death penalty  

charge – accusation  

circumstances of the accident  

civil case  

civil rights  

claim responsibility for … … –

client  

collaborator  

commute the punishment   

compensation for damage  

concentration camp  

conduct  

confirm the judgement  

constitutional law  

consumable things  

contractual liability  

court  

Court Martial  

court president  

crime – criminal  –

criminal  ––

criminal investigation  

criminal laboratory  

criminal procedures  

criminal sanctions  

death by hanging  

death by stoning  –

death sentence  

defendant  

defense council  



demand acquittal  

demonstration 

demonstrator – demonstrators  –

direct purpose  

disgraceful act  

disorder – confusion  

disperse demonstrations  

disperse demonstrators peacefully  

divine rules  

dock  

documentation  

drunkenness  –

emergency laws  

emergency measures  

essentials of a crime  

event  ––

evidences ––

explosive device  

explosives – explosive materials 

extradite – extradition  –

fall into police hands  

false report 

fatal injury  –

final judgement 

financial irregularity  

fine and confiscation  

forge a charge  –

formal expression  

fugitive –

general amnesty  

gross negligence  –

guilty  



guilty conduct  –

guilty intention  

harbor  ––

hear the case  

heavily-guarded prison  

illicit gains   

in full sanity  

incitement 

incomplete capacity  

incorporeal right  

indict officially  

infancy  

innocent  

inspection warrant  

international law  

invoke an article  

item ––

juristic acts  –

keep … … under surveillance  ……

kidnapping – kidnapper  –

law of criminal procedure  

law suit/case  

lawyer  

legal excuse  –

legal precedence  

legal self-defense  

legal text 

lie detector  

life imprisonment  

loss of memory  

lower court  



malice in fact  

malice in law  

maltreatment 

manslaughter  –

moral rules  

movable things  –

negligence of law   –

non-consumable things  

notary 

null and void  

obligations  ––

offence  

offender  

opening speech 

order that the hall be cleared  

penal code  

penal servitude 

penal servitude  

penal servitude for life  

penal servitude for life   

personal rights  

plaintiff  

pleading  

pleading law  

poisoning  

police dog  

police station  

political  rights  

political crimes  

political prisoner  

polygamy  

preliminary investigation  



premature release  

premeditated murder  

prison  –

prison department  

prisoner  

private law  –––

private person  

private rights  

prosecution examination   

prosecutor  

prostitute – whore – harlot  ––

prostitution  ––

public law  

public money  

public notary  

public person  

public prosecutor general  

public rights  

punishment – penalty  –

rape – rapist  

reasons for the judgement  

reconsider the case  

re-examination of the witness  

refer to an article  

release for health reasons  

religious extremism /fundamentalism 

repeal the judgement  

resistance to authorities  

reveal – disclose - unearth ––

revenge  –

right  



riots – rioters  –

rule of law  

rush to the scene of the crime  

security risk  

solitary confinement  

sources of law  

state security investigation  

strengthen security  

stringent security measures  

subversive activities  

sue someone  

suffocation  

suicide  –

summon .. .. .. to the court  

supreme court  

suspect ––

suspicion  –

take fingerprints  

take the oath  

tear gas 

terrorist acts  

The Court of Appeal 

The Court of Cassation  

The Court of First Instance  

The Court of Summary Justice  

the jury  

theft  

trial  

trial by jury  

uncontrollable impulse  –

underground/ clandestine organization  

unjust enrichment  



unlawful act  –

unlicensed weapon possession 

vice squad 

water hose  

witness cross examination  

witness examination  

witnesses for the defense  

witnesses for the prosecution  

 



 

Preliminary Passages
1- A Cloud of Locusts : 

 In the course of our ride, we saw in the distant sky what looked 
very much like a heavy, purple thundercloud, but which the 

experienced pronounced to be a swarm of locusts.  It seemed 
impossible; but as we proceed they met us, first singly, and then in 

gradually increasing numbers, until each step became painful, owing 
to the smart blows we received from them on our heads, faces and 
hands.  We stopped for a time at a farm where notwithstanding the 

general appearance of prosperity, the traces of the ravages of the 
locusts were too visible. 

 

2- The Netherlands: 

 Attacked by the sea from without and by river from within; 

gaining land from the ocean, and saving it from river floods; gaining 
land here and losing it their, but on the whole steadily gaining; 

wresting new lands and farms from the depth of the sea and the beds 
of lakes, and thus making the whole kingdom grow and expand; 
eternally on the watch against inundation: such is the life of the people 

called Netherlanders. 
 The land of the Netherlanders would be nothing but a marsh if 

it were not for the excellent system of drainage carried out by the 
people.  The two most striking features of this country are its canals 
and its windmills. The canals, which cover the land, like a network, 



drain the parts that are flooded, carry the water where it is needed, and 

serve as water-ways.   

 

 

3-  Spider Monkeys : 

Spider monkeys are so called from their long slender limbs, and 

their method of movement among the branches.  The tail seems to 
answer the purpose of a fifth hand, as it capable of being used for 

every purpose for which the hand could be applied; indeed the spider 
monkeys use this member for hooking out objects where a hand could 
not be inserted.  In this manner, they rob the nests of birds that thought 

their eggs were laid away safe from all danger.  The tail is also of a 
considerable use in climbing among the branches of trees; they coil it 

round the boughs to lower or raise themselves, and often will suspend 
themselves entirely by it, and then by a powerful swing off to some 
distant branch.  The great length of their tails enables them to walk in 

the erect attitude better than most monkeys.  In walking, they cast 
their tail upwards as high as the shoulders, and then bend it over so as 

to form a counterbalance against the weight of the body. 



4- The Alphabet : 

 Not only may a people have a literature without letters, but 
they may not have the art of writing without knowing anything about 

an alphabet.  The invention of an alphabet in which to express spoken 
sounds was one of the greatest tasks ever achieved by human intellect.  

The Ancient Egyptians and the Greeks began it.  
 The earliest attempts at a graphic representation of events goes 
back to the very dawn of human history.  Prehistoric man, living in his 

cave, scratched pictures of what he saw on the tusks of beasts, and 
savage tribes of today who have no knowledge of writing, still make 

the same. 

 

5- How to Secure Coconuts ? 

 We came to a great forest of trees, extremely straight and tall, 
and their trunks so smooth that it was not possible for any man to 

climb up to the branches that bore the fruit.   
When we entered the forest we saw a great number of apes of 

several sizes, that fled as soon as they perceived us, and climbed up to 
the top of the trees with surprising swiftness.  We gathered stones and 



threw them on the apes at the top of the trees.  The apes, out of 

revenge, threw coconuts at us as fast, and with such gestures as 
sufficiently testified their anger and resentment.  We gathered the 

coconuts and from time to time threw stones to provoke the apes; so 
that by this stratagem we filled our bags with coconuts, which it 
would have been impossible for us to do otherwise. 

 



Preliminary Passages

 

6- Water : 

 The purest water with which we are acquainted is undoubtedly 

that which falls from the atmosphere.  Having touched air alone, it can 
contain nothing but what it gains from the atmosphere; it is distilled 
without there being any impurities such as exist in vessels that are 

used in artificial operations.  
 We cannot examine rainwater without collecting it in vessels, 

and this may transfer any kind of contamination. So, some scientists 
examined water melted from snow in the Alps area and found it so 
pure.  

Word List:   acquainted   

undoubtedly   atmosphere   

distilled  – impurity – 

vessels  – contamination  

7- Real Education : 

 In the education of either the lower or the upper classes it 
matters not the least how much or how little they know, provided they 

know just what will fit them to do their work, and be happy in it.  
 A man is not educated in any sense whatsoever because he can 
read Latin, or write English, or can behave himself in a drawing-room; 

but he is only educated if he is happy, busy, beneficent and effective 
in the world.  Millions of peasants are, therefore, better educated than 

most of those who call themselves gentlemen. 

Word List:   gentleman – 

education  – whatsoever – 

drawing-room  beneficent – 

peasant – effective  

 



8- William Shakespeare : 

 William Shakespeare is, above all writers of his era, the poet 
of nature; the poet that holds up to his reader a faithful mirror of 

manners and life.  His characters are not modified by the customs of 
particular places, unpracticed by the rest of the world.  His persons act 
and speak by the influence of those general passions and principles by 

which all minds are agitated, and the whole system of life is continued 
in motion.  In the writings of other poets, a character is too often an 

individual; in those of Shakespeare, it is commonly a species. 

Word List:   poet of nature  

modified  particular places  

agitate – a species  –– 

general passions and emotions  

 

9-  The Destruction of Pompeii : 

 One day when festivities in Pompeii were in full activity, 

Vesuvius sent up a tall and very black column of smoke, something 
like a pine-tree; and suddenly in broad noonday, darkness black as 

pitch came over the scene! There was a frightful din of cries, groans 
and imprecations, mingled confusedly together, the brother lost his 
sister, and the husband his wife, for the darkness became so dense that 

nothing could be seen.  Then, the earth trembled, the houses shook 
and began to fall, and the sea rolled back from land as if terrified; the 

air became thick with dust; and then, amidst tremendous and awful 
noise, a shower of stones and lava fell upon the town, and blotted it 
for ever.  

PompeiiVesuvius

 

Word List:   festivities – 

came over the scene  in broad noonday  

tremendous –– awful noise   

cries, groans and imprecations  

 



10- A Gentleman : 

 What qualities are essential for the perfecting of a human 
being?  A cool head, a warm heart, a sound judgement, and a healthy 

body.  Without a cool head we are apt to form hasty conclusions; 
without a warm heart we are sure to be selfish; without a sound body 
we can do but little; while even the best intentions without sound 

judgement may do more harm than good.  
 A gentleman is honest, brave, wise, and at the same time he 

practices all these qualities in the most graceful outward manner.  
Kings can give titles, but they cannot make gentlemen.  We 

can all, however, be noble if we choose. 

Word List:   cool head  

warm heart  sound judgement  

best intentions  give a title   

noble – hasty conclusions  

 



Practice Passages 

 

1. LEAD PAINT POISONING : 

About a year ago in Charleston, South Carolina, a woman with two 

small children who lived in one of the poorer areas began to worry.  
For a couple of weeks her two-years-old had not been his usual self.  

He was eating poorly and was not as alert and playful as he had been.  
She took him to the local clinic for a checkup.  The doctors told her 
there didn’t seem to be anything really wrong with him and that he 

would probably improve in a few days.   
A week or two later the child got worse, to the point that he 

was very limp when she went to take him out of bed.  This time she 
took him to the hospital.  There they did a more complete examination 
and then told her that the baby had a serious case of lead poisoning. 

They kept him at the hospital and began intense treatment.   
 A couple of days later a nurse from the health department 
came to the patient’s home. She found that the paint on the inside 

walls was very old and was chipping, peeling and falling to the floor.  
The mother told her that she had seen the crawling child eating bits of 

paint and slapped him for doing it. She told him to stop.  She admitted 
that she couldn’t watch him all of the time and didn’t think eating 
paint was serious anyway.   

 After the health department nurse told her that eating paint 
chips was what had made the child sick, she asked the landlord to 

repaint the inside walls. When he refused, she moved to another 
house.              
 The little boy came home from the hospital a couple of weeks 

later, but he had suffered brain damage. He could not talk as he had 
before and no longer had the full use of his arms and legs.   

 He was so damaged, in fact, that the mother decided to put him 
into a full-time clinic for the retarded. The trained people could work 
to help him recover some of his abilities.  Even though it was probable 

that he would never recover completely.  He would be crippled for 
life.   



 Today, the mother, who during this tragic experience learned a 

great deal about how lead-paint poisoning can occur among small 
children, is always telling her new neighbors how to avoid the same 

trouble. 

 



 

2. EARLY HUNTERS : 

Ten thousand years ago, a small band of weary, footsore, hungry 
hunters cautiously approached a few bison which they had managed to 

stampede away from the main herd. Ten bison finally paused to drink 
at a small spring in the canyon and to graze upon the thick, tall grass.  
For a day and a half, the hunters carefully followed the large, hairy 

mammals.  They hoped that the beasts would lose their sense of 
danger and allow themselves to be boxed into a place where the 

hunters could come close enough to kill them.   
 At last, the moment was at hand ! Warily two hunters crawled 
along the slope of the canyon wall from opposite sides.  They were 

looking for places from which they could throw large rocks upon the 
animals or hurl their spears with deadly force.  Patiently five more 

hunters waited below, hidden in the tall grass.  When the first two 
were in place, the leader gave the signal.  Rocks came crashing down 
on the startled bison.  Spears whistled through the air and thudded into 

soft flesh.  Shouts and cries filled the air.  One was wounded.  The 
spear was in its flank.  On this animal the hunters spent time.  Three 

more spears found their target, and the great beast went down, 
thrashing wildly.  Two other animals lay injured.  One young calf, 
hobbling painfully, tried to get away to the open country but was 

quickly killed.  The remaining six bison disappeared through the 
thickets and tall grass. 

 The wounded animals were swiftly killed with spear thrusts 
through the eyes. Then the group of hunters undertook the most 
important task of all.  With quick strokes of their razor-sharp stone 

knives, they carefully peeled away the hide from one of the carcasses.  
The soft inner parts were cut quickly into pieces and eaten raw on the 

spot. Great chunks of meat were cut from the flanks and also eaten 
raw, until each hunter could eat no more.  Then, the men gathered up 
their weapons.  Some of the points were so deeply buried in the bodies 



that they broke loose from the shafts when the men tried to pry them 

free.  Other shafts had broken, leaving the points embedded when the 
bison thrashed about trying to escape the sudden devastation.  This 

was of minor concern.  It was more important that there was meat 
enough to go around for the hunters, their mates, and their children. 

 



 

3. TEA AND TAXES : 

The cost of war is always high. The British had had to fight France 
both in Europe and in America. Great Britain needed more money.  

 The King thought that the colonists were using goods on which 
taxes had not been paid. He ordered his officers to search for such 

goods without giving any reasons.  
 The colonists were not pleased. They were Englishmen. They 
said that they could not be searched unless the officer gave them a 

written statement telling why the search was made. But the officers 
took orders from the King and refused to listen to the colonists.  

 For many years the King and the parliament had taxed goods 
that were brought into the colonies from other countries. Great Britain 
wanted the colonies to trade with her. She had told the colonies what 

goods they could make and with whom they could trade. But Great 
Britain had not placed heavy taxes on the colonists. She had not asked 

that the colonies give much money to support the mother country.  
 Following the war with France, Great Britain kept an army of 
soldiers in the colonies. The King, George III, decided that the 

colonists should pay the cost of the army. So, the Parliament passed a 
new tax law. It forced the colonists to buy tax stamps and to put them 

on newspapers, deeds, and all business papers. The colonists could 
neither buy nor sell anything without paying the new taxes.  
 The colonists were not against taxes. But they did not like to 

be taxed against their wishes. They did not have representatives in the 
parliament. They said that it was wrong to force the colonists to pay 

the taxes. It was against their rights as Englishmen. For a hundred 
years, all Englishmen had said that only their own representatives 
could tax them. 

 At first, King George III and the parliament refused to change 
the tax laws. Many of the colonists would not buy the tax stamps, 
Some of the people took the stamps and burned them. At last, the 

friends of the colonists in the parliament had the tax laws changed.  



The parliament then but a tax on all paint, paper, glass, lead, 

and tea brought into the colonies. Again, the colonists did not like new 
taxes. They refused to buy any goods from Great Britain until the tax 

laws were changed. 



 

4. WHERE LINCOLN LIVED : 

For the first thirty-five years of his life, Abraham Lincoln seemed to 
be always on the move, the log-cabin boy and frontiersman.  Indeed, 

he later wrote of himself as “a piece of floating driftwood”.  His 
boyhood homes were scattered across several states: Kentucky, 

Indiana, and Illinois.  Striking out on his own at 21, he was the clerk at 
a store in New Salem, Illinois, at night stretching out his large frame 
on piles of straw in the back room.  Even after he started practicing 

law he had no fixed home, but followed his cases from one small town 
to another.   
 Then, when Springfield was named the state capital of Illinois, 

Lincoln thought the time had come to settle where the action was.  He 
rode into Springfield on a borrowed horse, with all his personal things 

on his back and in his saddlebags.   
 Lincoln married Mary Todd in 1842.  The first years of their 
life together were spent in boarding houses and at the Globe Tavern.  

After the birth of their son Robert, they bought a cottage on the corner 
of Eighth and Jackson Streets.  The only home Lincoln ever owned 

cost some $1,500.   
 Lincoln’s Springfield home has been restored and repaired.  
Visitors can view the bed where Lincoln rested after straining his eyes 

over legal papers in flickering lamplight. They can wander through the 
sitting room where Mary sewed and Lincoln rocked with young Tad 

on his knee.  The true heart of Lincoln’s memory beats in this simple 
house.   
 Thus, many visitors “in search of Lincoln” come first to the 

house.  Then, they go off to explore other facets of his legend in the 
area.  In Springfield’s Oak Ridge Cemetery, Lincoln, Mary, and three 



of their sons are buried in a large memorial.  The town of New Salem 

now has restored cabins and shops, including the Rutledge Tavern, 
where Lincoln stayed for a time.  Not too far away is Charleston, 

where he debated slavery with Stephen Douglas.   
 Lincoln had planned to go back to Springfield and to the house 
at Eighth and Jackson.  The presidency, he always said, was only an 

interlude.  So he rented the house to a friend and told Billy Herndon, 
his law partner, to leave their office sign untouched.  He said: “If I 

live, I’m coming back, and we’ll go right on practicing law as if 
nothing ever happened.”    



–

 

 

5. A BUCKET BRIGADE : 

In the dry heat of late summer, forty hikers, campers, and high-
lake fishermen avoided a disaster. With hands, sticks, and tin 

cookware, these men and women stopped and put out a fire on the 
north slope above middle Mildred Lake in Mason County.  

 It was the last holiday weekend of the summer. It was one last 
chance to take a high-lake fishing trip and to backpack with the family 
before school began again. It was hot. There had been no rain for 

days, and the air was still. People were warned of the high fire danger 
and were urged to be extra cautious. At six that Sunday evening, 

campers around the Mildred Lakes noticed smoke rising above the 
middle lake. Within minutes, flames were leaping into the air. 
Immediately, people were on the scene, anxious to do whatever 

possible to put out the blaze.  
 One of the fishermen, had worked as a smoke jumper on fire 

crews in his youth.  He organized the group to circle the blaze with 
trenches. The only hope was to contain the blaze. In an oval area of 75 
yards, some of the fire fighters scraped the earth with whatever they 

had, while a number of girls formed a line to the lake, which was 100 



yards downhill. The girls were sending buckets of water up the slope 

to the fire. The group worked as a team for nearly three hours. They 
dug trenches around the blaze and, at the same time, covered the 

flames with earth. By darkness, the flames had been smothered and 
the fire was under control.  
 While the fire was blazing, a Forest Service patrol aircraft had 

been seen overhead. Men from the Forest Service then reported the 
blaze. A standby fire crew was sent out and arrived late that night. The 

regular fire crew arrived early the next morning and remained on the 
scene for 72 hours, pumping water on the area and watching for any 
sign of further burning.  





 

6. RIGHTS OF ALIENS : 

An alien is a person who is not a citizen of this country. In the 

United States an alien has many, but not all, of the rights of a citizen.  
 An alien does not have the rights to vote. He cannot hold 

public office or a government job. He cannot serve on a jury.  
 However, there are many rights that an alien can enjoy. For 
example, an alien is protected by the constitution of the United States. 

The constitution gives him the right to speak freely and the right to 
worship as he pleases. The alien also has the right to travel and to own 

property. He has the right to police and fire protection. And he has the 
right to an education for himself and his family.  
 Many federal, state, and local laws protect the alien. One of 

these laws protects the worker who has lost his job. The state pays him 
a certain amount of money until he can find a job.   He may be paid 

for as long as 36 weeks in some states. The money to pay the worker 
comes from a special tax paid by the employer.  
 Anyone can become needy. A person may grow too old to 

work or become ill. Worst of all, he may die and leave the members of 
his family with no one to support them.  

 Many years ago, the federal government began a social 
security plan for workers. The plan insures working people against the 
loss of wages caused by old age, injury, illness, or death.  

 A worker earns his right to social security by paying a special 
tax. This tax is taken out of wages he earns while working for 

someone else.  If he works for himself, he pays a different kind of tax.  
 If a man works for someone else, his employer takes a few 
cents out of each dollar he earns. The employer takes the same amount 

of his money and sends it with the worker‟s money to the government. 
If a person works for himself, his tax is a little more than if he was 

working for someone else.  
 When a person grows old and cannot do much work, he may 
decide to stop working. Before he retires, he should consider how 

much money he will receive from social security. He may need it to 
help pay rent and buy food and clothing.  

Word List :    

alien  – jury  – 

constitution  worship – 



insure –– wages  

earn – consider  

 

7. TO WELCOME THE SUN : 

For most creatures, spring is the season that wakes the spirit after 

winter‟s short, cold, pale-sunned days.  But the North American 
human, busy with work and school, taxes and climate, delays his 

celebration, waiting until summer to begin his rest, play, or travel.   
 This late welcome to a returning sun is performed on concrete, 
grass, sand, and water.  Between May and July, attendance more than 

doubles at our national parks. Golf courses swarm with eager players 
and resound with their happy shouts. Figures crowd the nation‟s 

beaches to rest and redden, and the national highway stream with 
travelers. More than half of the 120 million auto trips taken by 
Americans each year are taken in the summer.   

 Still, the solar welcome would be best held in spring, no matter 
what the harsh cruelties of April.  June 21 is the summer solstice.  The 

sun‟s direct rays reach their northern limit at the Tropic of Cancer.  
This is the time when there is least atmosphere between the narrow 
zone of life and the pounding heat of our star.  By July, the continent 

is as hot as it will get, with temperatures running in the mid-seventies.  
August is usually a few degrees cooler.  Not until September does the 

season‟s hot grip allow us to return in reasonable comfort to the cares 
of winter.   
 But for many, it is too late.  In an average year, about 175 

Americans die from excessive summer heat.  Among our family of 
natural hazards, only the extreme cold of winter, not lightning, 

hurricanes, tornadoes, floods, or earthquakes, takes a greater average 
toll.   
 Heat waves make a tragic difference.  It is not known how 

many deaths are caused by excessive heat or solar radiation.  Heat 
waves bring great stresses to the human body, especially among the 

old or sick.   

Word List :  hurricane  

creature – redden – 

Tropic of Cancer  pounding heat  

solar radiation  flood  



8- THE MYTH OF THE SPLIT PERSONALITY : 

Schizophrenia is a word used to describe a complex mental disorder. It 
describes a set of conditions, which are not constant, but ever 

changing. It describes a way of behaving that is not general among all 
sufferers, but highly personal.  
 In contrast to many illnesses, it is not found in one part of the 

body. Rather, it affects all aspects of a person‟s personality, the way 
he thinks, acts, and feels.  No facts hold true for all schizophrenics. In 

fact, it is possible for two people to be called “schizophrenic” and to 
show very different symptoms.  
 Each person looks at the world from his own point of view. If 

four people go to see a trapeze show, they might talk about it later 
very differently. One person might talk about the risks involved in 

doing tricks in the air.  Another might talk about the beauty and grace 
of the act. Another might talk about the ropes and pulleys. And yet 
another might talk about the beauty of the performers.  

 A person found to be schizophrenic might see any one of these 
four images just as a normal person sees them. Or he might see 

laughing hyenas, instead of people, swinging on the ropes.  Just as 
each normal person views the world from his own position, the 
schizophrenic, too, has his own views of reality.  However, his view 

of the world is very different from the usual reality shared by those 
who are well.  

 The world of a schizophrenic may be timeless, flat, without 
depth, without form. Faces may seem to change. The kind, loving face 
of a wife may suddenly seem harsh and cruel. The schizophrenic 

knows that his wife‟s face has not really changed. But for him, it has.  
He may blink his eyes to try to see again his wife‟s loving smile. 

These are images, which can come to bother him.  
 Very often he knows that what he is seeing is true, but he 
cannot change his view. A schizophrenic girl described an experience 

as follows :  
 “I went to my teacher and said to her, „I am afraid  … …‟ She 

smiled gently at me. But her smile, instead of calming me, only made 
me more nervous. For I saw her teeth, white and even in the gleam of 
the light. Soon that‟s all I could see, as if the whole room were 

nothing but teeth. Terrible fear gripped me.” 
 



Word List :    

schizophrenia   schizophrenic  

symptoms   pulley   

timeless   gleam – 

hyena   terrible fear  

trapeze show   grip – 

 

9. BEAKS AND BILLS : 

When one thinks of birds and their mouths, many different types come 

to mind.  An observer might wonder why they are all so different.  
 Unlike humans who have hands and tools to prepare their 
foods to fit their mouths, birds must have mouths to fit their foods. A 

person might study a few different types of birds, the shapes of their 
mouths, and the types of food they eat. 

 Having a backyard feeder allows one to be most familiar with 
the seed eaters. They have short, stout bills that are well suited for 
cracking hard seed coats to expose the tender kernels. The sharp tip of 

the beak is useful for capturing insects, which are also part of their 
diet.  

 Insects play a large part in the diet of many birds. Insect eaters 
have thin bills that allow them to remove insects and insect eggs from 
in and among the leaves and pieces of bark.  

 There are also flying insect eaters. Although these birds have 
tiny, weak beaks, their mouths open wide like traps to scoop up 

insects in flight.  Purple martins, members of the swallow family, are 
well known for their insect eating abilities. People often build martin 
houses to attract them.  

 Woodpeckers have hard bills with which they hollow out their 
nests and bore for grubs in tree bark. Woodpeckers have long bills 

and, like hummingbirds, they are the only birds with tongues that can 
extend beyond the tips of their bills to help in food gathering. Once 
the hole has been bored and the insect is found, the woodpecker sticks 

his pointed tongue into the hole to pull out the insect.  
 Since the hummingbird‟s food is the sweet nectar found deep 

within flower blossoms, nature has given this bird a long, thin bill for 
searching deep into flowers. The long tongue, like a tube, can extend 
beyond the tip of the bill. It can reach into the deepest blossom to suck 



the nectar. Tiny insects inside the flowers are also eaten. Changes 

within the species have caused some hummingbirds to have either 
longer or shorter bills. Some have bills that straight, curve up, or curve 

down to fit more easily into flowers that are common in an area.  
 Birds of prey, such as eagles, owls, hawks, and falcons have 
sharp-edged, hooked bills that are used to tear bite-sized pieces of 

flesh from the animals they capture and kill.  

Word List :    

beak – bill   backyard   

stout bill tender kernel 

bark woodpecker  

sweet nectar hummingbird  

birds of prey blossom  

 

10. A LITTLE GRASS SHACK : 

On world maps the Caribbean islands are shown as being 
tropical. The economy of the region is based mainly on farming. 

Farmers are of two types. First is the plantation owner with his spread 
of hundreds or thousands of acres. The other type is the small 

cultivator working a few acres of land. Truck farming is done near 
some of the cities. On some farms families barely manage to get by on 
what they grow.  

 As in the early days, sugar is the main product. Other export 
crops are tobacco, coffee, bananas, citrus fruits and spices. From the 

West Indies also come oil, asphalt and many forest products. 
Jamaica‟s aluminum ore supplies are the world‟s largest. Oil comes 
from Trinidad, Aruba, and Caracas. But for many of the smaller 

islands, sugar is the only export.  
 Ever since America‟s colonial days, the Caribbean islands 

have been favorite places to visit. Since World War II tourism has 
increased rapidly. Because great numbers of people go there, the 
islanders have built hotels, developed harbors and airfields, improved 

beaches, and have expanded sea and air routes.    
 As in any other part of the world, this area has differences in 

the ways in which the people live. Those who have money live well 
indeed. Those who don‟t have money live at various levels of poverty. 
The poor greatly outnumber the wealthy.  



 A visitor will find rich people living happily in cool, Spanish 

villas or modern homes and apartments. Their servants might include 
a cook, a maid, and a nurse for the children.  

 Most of the people are quite poor, with incomes of only a few 
hundred dollars or even less. In the towns they live crowded together 
in rows of tiny houses. The houses are painted in pretty colors when 

they can afford paint. In the countryside the poor live mainly in shacks 
or lean-tos that are put together in clever ways. Many poor people live 

in thatched-roof huts so typical of the tropics. Trees and flowering 
shrubs sometimes add an interesting background. 

Word List :    

plantation owner  citrus  – 

spices  outnumber  

apartment  tiny houses  

countryside  shack 

lean-to  shrub  

 

11. INSTRUMENT OF FREEDOM : 

Many critics have told us by now that the auto should stand 

accused of a number of sins. It has, they say, ruined family ties, 
helped to destroy our cities, shifted patterns of trade and living, 
changed the social structure of the nation, and affected the economy.   

 It has been found to be a major factor in air pollution.  Its 
parking lots and highways gobble up the landscape and steal away our 

space.  And we often wish we could find a way to get from here to 
there without having to cope with traffic.   
 But does any of this mean that we‟re finished with the auto? 

Not by a long shot, we‟re just entering into a new and more mature 
relationship with it.   

 The problems, after all, have come about because so many of 
us have wanted cars so much. The auto wasn‟t forced on us.  On the 
contrary, it has always been a tool of social change.  It is the average 

citizen who has used the auto to break out of his economic or social 
mold.   

 For the farmer, it meant the end of his rural isolation.  For the 
factory worker, it meant a chance to live much better than in the 



shadow of the mill.  For the city dweller, it mean a chance to pull up 

stakes and give his family some breathing space in the suburbs.    
 We have wanted the auto, and still do, for the special kind of 

personal freedom it gives us.  Public transportation, say the auto 
critics, is much more efficient for moving large numbers of people to 
city jobs.  But it can never give us what the auto does.   

 How about pleasure trips to places where trains and buses 
don‟t go?  How about exploring backcountry roads or coastlines?  

 And there it is what the auto is really all about freedom.  For 
millions of people the auto has been the symbol of free choice.  As 
society gets more complex, we‟ll have difficult decisions to make.  

But give up free choice?  This is not likely.  It‟s what created our 
nations in the first place, and it has always been in our blood. 

Word List :    

social structure  gobble up  

social change  social mold  

mature relationship city dweller  

symbol free choice 

 

12. BUYING A LADDER : 

Ladders once were simple constructions of wood timbers and cross 
pieces, notched and bound with thongs. Today, the range of ladder 

designs, types, sizes and materials is broad enough to meet all needs.  
 Before one makes a trip to the store to buy a ladder, he should 
think about his need. Will the ladder be used indoors or outdoors? 

How high will he want to climb? Who will be using it? Where will it 
be stored ?  

If he lives in an apartment, he will need a stepladder, which will meet 
his needs and will be easy to handle. Its size will depend on the 
highest point he wants to reach. He should remember that he must 

never stand on the top of a stepladder.  
 A person who lives in a house may need two ladders, a 

stepladder for indoor work and a straight ladder or extension ladder 
for use outdoors. The outdoor ladder should be long enough to extend 
a minimum of three feet higher than the highest area he wants to 

reach.  



 A person who is buying a stepladder should never be hurried 

into making a quick purchase. The ladder should be checked for weak 
steps, loose rungs, or other weaknesses before it is taken form the 

store.  
 A buyer should check to see if the name of the manufacturer or 
distributor appears on the label. This information may be important in 

case of a quality or accident problem.  
 Wood, aluminum, magnesium and fiber glass are the principal 

materials used in the construction of modern ladders. Each type has its 
advantages and disadvantages.  

Wood ladders are sturdy and bend little under loads for which 

they are designed. They are heavier than metal ladders, and large sizes 
are harder to handle. When dry, wood ladders are safe to use around 

electrical circuits or when a person is working with power tools.  
Metal ladders are a little more expensive than wood ladders of 

the same quality. They last longer because they do not decay from 

moisture and sunlight and are not attacked by insects. Aluminum and 
magnesium ladders are light, weighing only about two-thirds as much 

as those made of wood.  
Fiberglass is the newest material to appear on the ladder market.  It is 
used to make the side rails of high-grade metal stepladders. The result 

is a ladder that is light, rust resistant, serviceable and practically 
carefree. 
 

Word List :  rust resistant  

step ladder  straight ladder    

weak step  construction –

sturdy  – decay from moisture  

serviceable –– care free 

 

13. CHANGES IN THE ENVIRONMENT : 

The environment is everything around you. It can be living, 
like a forest, or nonliving, like a rock mountain.  An environment can 

be natural or man-made.  
 There are many kinds of environments. There are cities, small 

towns, farms, oceans, lakes, deserts, grasslands, forests, and tundra, 
and even more. Every environment has its own grouping of non-living 
things such as air, water, and soil. It also contains living things such as 



birds, fish, insects, and plants. Man-made environments, such as 

cities, have living things and non-living things. Every environment is 
affected by temperature, winds, rainfall and other factors which we 

call weather or climate.  
 Many animals and plants are found in only one kind of 
environment. Man, however, can be found in almost all environments. 

He can even visit places where he needs special equipment to live 
such as the moon. 

 No living thing can live alone. Every living thing depends 
upon and interacts with other living and non-living things in its 
environment. These interactions never stop, but they can be changed.  

Hurricanes, floods, and fires can changes these interactions. By what 
they do, people can change interactions too. 

 Some things that people do cause no change or only a small 
change in an environment. For example, people can walk through the 
woods and just look. People can cut only a few trees from a large area 

and still not change most of the interactions. Some things that people 
do cause a lot of change. Cutting down a forest to grow crops, build 

houses, or make paper can change the interactions of a whole 
environment. 
 Some things that people do almost replace the interactions of a 

natural area with man-made or artificial interactions. Most cities have 
some plants and animals. But cities are mostly man-made things.  

 A little change is not always good for the environment, and a 
lot of change is not always bad for the environment. People have the 
power to make choices about changing the environment.  

 When people make wise choices, then interactions in the 
environment stay healthy. This helps insure future supplies of things 

that people need. This wise use of the environment is often called 
conservation.  When people make bad choices, interactions in the 
environment are often harmed. People sometimes repair the harm, but 

if they don‟t, then substances which are harmful to living things, may 
cause pollution.  

Word List :  pollution   

nonliving  – tundra  

interaction substance  

 

 



14. BUILDING A DINOSAUR : 

Ideas about what dinosaurs looked like have been developed after 
many years of work and study. They are a blend of the ideas of several 

people who had studied different bones of a single kind of dinosaur.  
The first requirement for arriving at a good idea of the build of 

a reptile is a nearly entire skeleton. If too much of the animal‟s 

skeleton is missing, we may make a serious error. But if the left hind 
leg is missing and we have the right, we know what the other leg 

looks like.  However, if both hind legs are missing, we must restore 
them according to a similar reptile whose hind legs are known.  

After the nearly entire skeleton has been found, it must be 

collected with great care. This is a difficult job. And, for some of the 
large dinosaurs, three months‟ work may be needed. The specimen is 

first uncovered and the fossil bone is treated with a preservative such 
Arabic gum, or one of the plastics.  A drawing of the specimen as it 
lies in the rock is made on cross-ruled paper. A trench two or three 

feet wide is then dug around the specimen. The depth of the trench is 
fixed by the width of the specimen and the nature of the rock.  

If the specimen is too large to take out in one piece, as most dinosaurs 
are, it is divided into parts which are numbered as they are taken out. 
Each section is bandaged in strips of burlap dipped in plaster of Paris. 

After the plaster has set, the section is turned over and the bottom is 
sealed with burlap and plaster. The section is labeled with the correct 

number and the section and number are shown on the diagram.  
When all of the sections have been bandaged and numbered, 

they are packed in strong wooden boxes and shipped to the laboratory.  

The work in the laboratory is more involved than that in the field. 
Great care must be taken to be sure that the bones will be undamaged. 

In most cases the bones have been broken by natural causes as they 
lay in the rock before discovery. All the pieces of each bone must be 
thoroughly cleaned and glued together. This job takes a long time. 

And a large dinosaur requires the work of three men for four or five 
years. 
 

Word List :  skeleton   

reptile   fossil bones   

cross-ruled paper bandage –

burlap – diagram 



15. HIS MASTER’S VOICE :  

In order to teach a dog to come when he is called, the trainer 
must use a long rope.  One end of the rope should be tied to the dog‟s 

caller.  Then, he should be allowed to go away on his own.  His name 
should be called along with the word „come‟.  The rope should be 
jerked at the same time.  The command should be repeated several 

times while the rope is being jerked.  The lesson should be repeated 
until he obeys the command. 

 When the dog has learned to come when called, the lesson 
should be taught without the rope.  If he does not come when he is 
called, the rope must be used again.  This lesson should be repeated 

with and without the rope until he learns to come without it.   
 Another lesson is teaching the dog to walk on the left side of 

his trainer. A leash is needed for this lesson. The leash is held in the 
right hand.   
 The next step in this lesson is to say „heel‟ If the dog runs 

forward or lags behind, the leash should be jerked and the command 
should be repeated.  Short, quick jerks are more effective than a 

continuous pull.   
 When the dog has learned to walk on the correct side, the 
lesson should be tried without the leash in an enclosed area.  If the dog 

leaves, the leash should be put back on.  The lesson should be 
repeated with and without the leash.   

 With the dog at heel position, he can learn how to sit.  At the 
same time, his leash should be pulled back and his hips should be 
pushed down.  This lesson can be repeated with the leash, and later 

without it, until he will sit on command.   
 The command “down‟‟ means lie down.  In the sitting 

position, the dog is given the command. The leach should then be 
pulled down.  At the same time his shoulders should be pushed gently.  
If he will not lie down this way, his front legs can be pulled forward 

until he lies down. 
 Dogs can be taught to stay in one place.  The command „stay‟ 

is given while the dog is held in position.  The lesson should be 
repeated until he will stay even when the trainer is out of his sight. 

Word List :  leash – 

jerk heel position  

 



16. THE ICE SHEET : 

Glaciers are important in some areas, but hold only a small 
portion of the world‟s water and only a small part of the total volume 

of the world‟s ice.  
 The Greenland ice cap is a very different matter. It is 
thousands of square miles in area and nearly 5,000 feet thick.  If 

melted, it would yield enough water to keep the Mississippi River 
flowing for thousands of years.  Even so, this is less than 10 percent of 

the total volume of ice caps and glaciers.  The greatest single item in 
the water budget of the world, aside from the ocean itself, is the 
Antarctic ice sheet.  

 Since the advent of the International Geophysical Year 1957, 
much information has been gathered about Antarctica. Data on the 

thickness of the ice sheet is hard to find but there is enough data to 
allow an estimate. The area of the ice sheet is about six million square 
miles.  

 The importance of this ice may be shown quite briefly.  If the 
Antarctic ice caps were melted at an even rate, it could feed the 

Mississippi River for more than 50,000 years.  It could supply all the 
rivers in the United States for about 17,000 years.  It could be the 
source of the Amazon River for nearly 5,000 years. In fact, it could 

feed all the rivers of the world for about 750 years.  
 The figures about water given here are rather simple, but they 

are important enough to figure out in order to get them more clearly in 
mind.  
 About 97% of all water in the world is in the oceans. Most of 

the rest is frozen on Antarctica and Greenland. Thus, man must get 
along with less than 1% of the world‟s water that is available for 

freshwater use. Obviously, he must find better ways of using it if he is 
to survive.     
 Water is a global concern, and the water cycle knows no 

national boundaries. There are so many people in the world that man 
has begun to affect the water cycle certainly on a local scale and very 

likely on a global scale. To learn more about the world‟s water and 
how to use it, many countries have joined together in a program called 
the International Hydrological Decade.  It is aimed at solving the 

problems of understanding water supplies on a global scale. 
 



Word List :    

glacier  global concern  

national boundaries  on a global scale  

water supplies even rate   

 

17. FINGERS OF DISCOVERY : 

The forty sightless youngsters came down from the bus, full of 
questions and wonder. Most of them knew little of what a hawk or an 

owl might look like- to say nothing of a goat, an elephant, or a lamb. 
 A few of the children with some sight could see the outlines of 

an elephant or a donkey.  But when it came to visiting a zoo, they, 
along with their totally blind friends, would use their hands and 
fingers to explore the forms of animal life. They would thus awaken in 

themselves the reality that comes from using the old sense of touch.  
 Guides seated the youngsters in the zoo‟s theatre. Then one of 
them named the animals they would „see‟, described their habits, and 

answered the questions that curious children have always asked, “Do 
owls sleep?” “Do hawks have teeth?”  "Do apes make good mothers?”  

 Afterwards, other guides brought out stuffed owls and hawks, 
since live ones could not be handled, and let the young fingers 
discover shape and form. Their comments were mostly about the 

sense of touch: “Doesn‟t he feel funny?”  “Watch out for that sharp 
beak !”  

 Later came the pigs, turtles, and rabbits, a mixture of furs, 
feathers, shells, and hides, which delighted the group after they had 
overcome their doubts and first feelings about touching them.  

 Then they were led into the contact area where they found 
larger animals. Here they were allowed to feed carrots to the goats, pet 

the lambs and calves, and feel the wool and horns.  
 In the baby elephant area, one was reminded of the East Indian 
legend of the six blind men.  Each of them felt some part of the 

elephant and came up with different ideas of what kind of creature it 
really was.  

 The tail, trunk, and ears were touched and talked about while 
the calm little elephant stood still as if it knew that it was playing a 
part in an unusual learning process.  

 A half-serious moment developed when two youngsters, one 
each side of the elephant, reached for the end of the trunk and 



accidentally touched hands underneath. “Aw, that‟s you!” said one of 

them laughing. He realized that it was only the hand of his friend on 
the other side.  

After two hours, the youngsters grew tired.  They returned to 
the theater where they had lunch. 

Word List :    

fingers of discovery owl 

hawk sense of touch 

ape first feelings  

 

18.  REFINING CRUDE OIL : 

Millions of years ago, nature hid our energy sources in crude 
oil created from remains of ancient animals and plants. Today man 

breaks them free in hours through an oil refinery. 
 A refinery is miles of pipe, valves, tanks, pressurized vessels, 
controls, meters and towers standing on hundreds of acres.  

 It uses heat and pressure and other methods to undo and redo 
what was done naturally perhaps fifty million years ago, also by heat 

and pressure. And it starts with the crude oil. Some people think it is 
black and thick, but sometime it is amber and as thin as water. It is 
often found as deep as 30,000 feet below the earth‟s surface.  

 The crude is a mixture of some of nature‟s basic building 
blocks.  Hydrogen and carbon tied together chemically in molecules.  

It also contains other substances, such as sulfur. 
 The refinery cuts the strings of these hydrocarbon molecules, 
separating them. It changes low-value hydrocarbons into usable ones  

by chemical juggling. And it cleanses them of impurities, primarily 
sulfur. Some refining units tear big, heavy molecules of oil apart into 

lighter, smaller ones. Others join small molecules into larger ones. 
Unwanted molecules are twisted into new shapes. 
 Refining begins with separation in a tower that may stretch 

twelve stories high. Inside it are dozens of trays. Heated crude is piped 
in near the bottom.  

 Portions of the crude turn into vapor and rise.  As the vapors 
rise, they condense according to their boiling points and collect on the 
trays much as water collects in a steamy bathroom.  

 Light gasoline comes off the top. Other liquids fall out at other 
levels in the tower. Home heating oils, diesel fuels and kerosene come 



out at the middle. From the bottom come such heavy oils as asphalt 

and what‟s known as No.6 heating oil-used in firing foundry blast 
furnaces and electric power plants, for instance.  

 There is the ability to make nearly all gasoline from some 
refining units in the summer. Or one can increase production of 
heating fuels for the winter months.  

 But there is a limit.  At best, the key units will produce no 
more than 40% in heating oils, because of the way that the molecules 

are split.  
 During much of the past century, when kerosene for lamps was 
the major product of refineries, gasolines were dumped in many 

places as useless and dangerous waste products. 

Word List :    

oil refinery crude oil 

molecules twelve stories high 

boiling point waste product  

 
19.  FEARLESS GLOBE-TROTTERS : 

Birds like bobwhite, quail and cardinals never fly more than ten miles 
from the nests where they were hatched. But arctic terns are true 
globe-trotters. These birds nest in Greenland and the northern part of 

North America. A few are found as far south as Massachusetts. As 
soon as the young are grown, those from Eastern North America cross 

the Atlantic Ocean to Europe.  A few months later they can be found 
in the Antarctic regions, 11,000 miles from their nesting grounds. 
They fly at least 25,000 miles each year in migrating.  

 Most North American birds, however, spend winters in 
southern United States and Central and South America. Coastal 

marshes along the Gulf of Mexico and along the South Atlantic Coast 
of the United States serve as the winter home for hundreds of 
thousands of ducks. 

 Migrating birds face many dangers during their long journeys. 
Aerial objects such as television or radio towers are responsible for 

the deaths of thousands each year. Planes landing and taking off at 
airports and airport towers are also dangerous for birds flying at night 
because some are drawn to the light during foggy weather.  

 The famous Washington Monument, which is lighted by large 
searchlights, kills many birds, especially when there are gusty winds 



and a low cloud cover. The Statue of Liberty, when the torch was kept 

lighted, caused massive destruction of birds.  
 Storms also kill many birds, particularly the smaller ones. 

Inland hailstorms kill great numbers. Those crossing large stretches of 
water are sometimes forced down and drown.  
 But birds like the sandpipers, plovers, and terns are able to 

make long overseas flights. For example, the golden plover, traveling 
the Atlantic oceanic route from Nova Scotia to South America, covers 

the entire distance of 2,400 miles without stopping. Although much fat 
is lost, the bird seems little worse for wear as a result of its journey.  
 Bird migration had its start such a long time ago that it is only 

possible to guess at how it all began. Some aspects of migration, 
particularly routes of travel and time of year have been worked out 

largely through banding efforts and sightings from planes, radar, and 
miniature radio transmitters. Interested observers and laboratory 
experiments have also contributed to the growing knowledge. But 

much of bird migration is still a mystery for future generations of 
scientists and amateur naturalists to explore. 

 

Word List :  bobwhite   

globe-trotter coastal marshes 

searchlight overseas  

plover  future generations   

 

20.  FELINE FRIENDS 

Domestic cats are classified as either long-haired or short-haired.  

Long-haired types were developed in Persia and Afghanistan.  Short-
haired types were developed in Egypt, Europe, and Asia.   

Usually, short-haired cats are active and playful, and easier to 
care for than long-haired ones. Long-haired cats are quiet, stay-at-
home pets, but they sometimes need extra care because of their long 

hair.   
A person can buy a bed for his cat or he can make one from a 

box or basket. The bed should be in a quiet part of the home away 
from drafts.  It should be lined with a blanket, cushion, or discarded 
clothing.  The bedding must be kept clean.   

A cat should have a balanced diet.  Cat foods from the market 
usually provide good nourishment under normal conditions.   



A cat should not be given small bones that are likely to 

splinter, especially bones from pork or poultry.   
 Although a cat may lick his bowl clean, it should be washed 

after each use.  Fresh water should be available at all times.  The same 
bowl should not be used for water as is used for food.   
 Kittens usually are weaned when they are about six to eight 

weeks old. They keep some of their baby teeth until they reach six 
months. They must be fed four times a day until they lose their baby 

teeth. As the kittens grow, they will gradually eat more food.  The 
number of feedings will decrease to twice daily by the time they are 
eight or nine months old. 

Normally cats should not be bathed.  They clean their fur by 
licking it. If a cat gets dirty, he may be bathed in warm, soapy water.  

His skin must be rubbed thoroughly with a cloth.  The water must be 
kept out of his eyes and ears.  He must be rinsed in warm water and 
dried thoroughly.  He must be kept indoors until completely dry.   

 Cleaning preparations for cats also may be used.  A cat must 
be brushed often, especially if he has long hair.  Brushing gets loose 

hairs out of his coat that otherwise would get on the furniture and 
rugs.  Knots form in the coats of long-haired cats.  The knots can be 
pulled apart with a comb.  If that fails, blunt scissors can be used. 
 

Word List :  long-haired  

feline friend short-haired  

balanced diet wean –

kitten coat  – 

 

21.  BUILDING A GIANT : 

As soon as his plan had been approved by the men who had 

sent him to America, the young sculptor, Frederic Auguste Bartholdi, 
started working on the designs of the Statue of Liberty. By 1875, he 

had already made several small study models.  
 The most difficult problems were involved in the details of 
building.  In solving them the sculptor had no guide but his own 

genius. The material must be light, easily worked, and of good 
appearance. It had to be strong enough to stand the stress of a long 

ocean voyage. It had to withstand the effects of the salty air of New 
York Harbor. Copper was chosen as the material. The framework 



would be of iron and steel.  

 To get the form for the statue, Bartholdi made a study model 
measuring about nine feet in height.  Another model four times larger 

was made, giving the figure a height of 36 feet. This model was 
correct in every detail. Then the statue was divided into sections. Each 
of these was also to be made four times its size. These pieces, when 

jointed together, would form the huge statue in its finished shape.  
 Only a small part of such a gigantic statue could be worked on 

at time Section by section, the 36-foot model was enlarged to four 
times its size. For each section of the enlarged model it was necessary 
to take about 9,000 separate measurements. When a section was 

finished, the carpenters made wooden molds.  
 On these molds, thin copper sheets were pressed and 

hammered into shape. More than 300 separate sheets of copper, each 
hand-hammered over a single mold, went into the statue to form the 
figure.  

 The framework, too, is worthy of attention. It was designed 
and built by the great French engineer, Gustave Eiffel, who afterwards 

constructed the famous Eiffel Tower in Paris. Four huge iron posts run 
from the base of the statue to the top, forming a pyramid which bears 
the weight of the whole structure.  Out of this central tower is built a 

maze of smaller beams, each supporting many outer copper sheets. 
Each sheet is backed by an iron strap to give it stiffness. These iron 

straps are fastened to the supporting framework in such a way that 
each section is supported separately. 

Word List:   sculptor – 

good appearance  easily worked   

withstand   framework  

measurements  mold –– 

stiffness  iron straps  

22. TODAY’S DRUG CULTURE: 

Sometimes when you take a common drug,  you may have a 

side effect. That is, the drug may cause some effect other than its 
intended one.  When these side effects occur, they are called adverse 
reactions.  Whenever you have an adverse reaction, you should stop 

taking the drug right away.  Ask your pharmacist whether he can 
suggest a drug that will relieve the symptoms but that will not cause 



the adverse reaction.  If an adverse reaction to a drug is serious, 

consult your doctor for advice at once.  
Drugs that are safe in the dosage stated on the label may be 

very dangerous in large doses. For example, aspirin is seldom thought 
of as dangerous, but there are many reports of accidental poisoning of 
young children who swallow too many for their young bodies to 

handle.  In adults, excessive use of some pain-killing drugs may cause 
severe kidney damage. Some drugs for relief of stomach upsets, when 

taken in excess, can cause an upset in the body‟s secretion of 
enzymes, perhaps causing serious digestive problems. You should 
never use any over-the-counter drug on a regular, continued basis, or 

in large quantities, except on your doctor‟s advice. You could be 
suffering from a serious illness that needs a doctor‟s care.  

 Each drug you take not only acts on the body but may also 
alter the effect of any other drugs you are taking.  Sometimes this can 
cause dangerous or even fatal reactions.  For example, aspirin 

increases the blood-thinning effect of drugs given to patients with 
heart disease. Therefore, a patient who has been taking such a drug 

may risk hemorrhage if he uses aspirin whenever he gets a headache.  
Before using several drugs together you should ask your doctor and 
follow his advice.  Your pharmacist can tell you whether certain drugs 

can safely be taken together.  
 Experts believe there is a relationship between adult abuse of 

legitimate medicines and the drug culture that has swept our country. 
You can do your share to reduce the chances that your children will 
become part of the drug culture by treating all medicines with respect.  

Always let your children know that medicines and drugs should not be 
used carelessly. 

Word List:   a common drug  

side effects   adverse reaction  

symptoms  dosage  

kidney damage   secretion   

fatal reactions  hemorrhage 

sleeping pills  used carelessly  

 



23- THE GREAT ICE AGE: 

The Great Ice Age was a period of many widespread glacier 
formations. During this time, mountain glaciers formed on all 

continents. The ice caps of Antarctica and Greenland were more 
extensive and thicker than today.  And vast glaciers, in places as much 
as several thousand feet thick, spread across northern North America 

and Eurasia. 
 Almost a third of the present land surface of the earth was ice-

covered. Even today remnants of the great glaciers cover almost a 
tenth of the land. This indicates that conditions similar to those, which 
produced the Great Ice Age are still operating in polar climates.  

 Much has been learned about the Great Ice Age glaciers 
because evidence of their presence is widespread. Similar conditions 

can be studied today in Greenland, Antarctica, and in many mountain 
ranges where glaciers still exist. It is possible, therefore, to reconstruct 
in large part the extent and general nature of the glaciers of the past, as 

well as to interpret their impact on the physical and biological 
environments.  

 Historically, the climate has changed periodically, just as the 
general character of the earth‟s surface has changed. There is evidence 
that at time in the past glacier formations occurred long before the 

Great Ice Age.  
 Following a period of warm climate, a worldwide refrigeration 

initiated the Great Ice Age glaciers.  The climate was cooler and 
wetter and at times warmer and drier than today.  Many attempts have 
been made to account for these climatic changes. Their ultimate cause, 

however, is not well understood. Although we cannot predict a period 
of climatic cooling, another ice age in the future is a possibility.  

 Although the Great Ice Age began a million or more years ago, 
the last major ice sheet to spread across north-central United States 
reached its maximum extent about 20,000 years ago.  It lingered in 

Canada until about 6,000 years ago when it finally disappeared by 
melting.  Mountain glaciers are today the only remnants of the great 

glaciers of the past on the mainland of North America.   

Word List:   extensive and thicker   

Eurasia   ice-covered  

polar climate   periodically  

remnants   glacier  



24. THE MYSTERY OF MIGRATION: 

The migration of birds usually refers to the regular flights 
between their summer and winter homes. Except for those that nest in 

the tropics, nearly all North American birds migrate. Some travel great 
distances while others go only a short way.  
 This seasonal movement has long been a mystery to man. 

Aristotle, the naturalist and philosopher of ancient Greece, noticed 
that cranes, pelicans, geese, swans, doves, and many other birds 

moved to warmer places to spend the winter. He started superstitions 
that were believed for hundreds of years. For example, Aristotle 
thought that many birds spent the winter sleeping in hollow trees, 

caves, or beneath the mud in marshes.  
 Many scientists believe that birds migrate north to south 

because of inclement weather. These birds began this journey 
originally because they were driven southward by the advancing ice 
age.  

 Many birds feed almost entirely upon insects. Another theory 
holds that birds migrate to areas where insects are plentiful. When 

winter arrives, insects disappear and the birds would starve unless 
they moved southward. You may wonder, then, why insect eaters fly 
north again with the coming of spring, when there are many insects at 

winter homes.  
A more realistic theory is that birds have a lasting impression 

of their birthplace, resulting in a lifelong urge to return to this locale 
each spring.  

Recently scientists have found that length of day is the 

triggering force that prepares many birds for their migratory journeys.  
The change in length of day brings the birds into breeding condition 

and causes them to seek their northern nesting grounds.  
 In North America, it is possible to see migrating birds almost 
every month of the year. Some birds start south early in July, while 

others remain north until pushed out by either severe weather or 
shortage of food.  Soon after hardy travelers reach winter homes, other 

equally hardy migrants start north on the heels of winter. In their 
eagerness to reach northern nesting grounds, early spring migrants 
sometimes arrive too soon and are caught in sudden storms and perish.  

 Most small birds and many larger ones migrate by night.  
Although most birds seen helpless in the dark, there are good reasons 

for this nighttime travel. Some are poor fliers. Even good fliers can 



fall easy prey to hawks, which feed and migrate in daylight. Also, 

night migrants have daylight hours for feeding.  
 Many kinds of swimming birds migrate either by day or night. 

Such birds usually feed at all hours and rarely depend on hiding to 
escape enemies. 

Word List:   insect eaters  

migrate  superstitions  

marshes   southward – 

lifelong  migratory journey   

hardy  – perish  

daylight hours  hawks  

25.  A  LIVING  LINK : 

In a land with a story as old as that of Britain, the past is an 
important part of the people‟s way of life.  The Royal Family is a link 

with the kings and the tales of the past. To the British, Queen 
Elizabeth II is a symbol of Britain‟s unity. Wherever and whenever 
she appears, she is given respect and warm feelings.  

 Many of the old customs, which are part of this respect for the 
Royal Family are still followed today. 

 Even in this modern age the Monarch‟s Champion can be seen 
in the parade held when a new ruler takes the throne. The knight who 
had this title rode his horse into the banquet hall where the new king 

was dining. There he shouted out a challenge to fight anyone who did 
not believe that the new king was the rightful heir to the throne. 

 In late October or early November the queen personally takes 
part in another old and colorful ceremony. This is the opening of 
parliament. From Buckingham Palace to the Parliament, thousands of 

people line the streets to see their ruler pass in a horse-drawn carriage.  
 Another old ceremony takes place in London in early June. It 

is the queen‟s Birthday Parade since it marks the official birthday of 
the ruler. This is an important military event.  It is a time when the 
queen inspects units of the Brigade of Guards.  

 Some of the British customs are not related to the life of the 
Royal Family.  

 A yearly event with an old beginning is Guy Fawkes Day, 
November 5. This makes the day in 1605 on which Fawkes tried to 
blow up the Parliament buildings.  Now, weeks before the event, in 



every part of the United Kingdom children carry a homemade, stuffed 

likeness of Fawkes and ask for “a penny for the Guy” The money they 
collect is spent for fireworks and candy.  

 Only a few days later is the City of London‟s finest show.  
This marks the day when the elected Lord Mayor of the City of 
London takes office.  For the event the Lord Mayor is carried from the 

Guildhall to the law-courts in a horse-drawn coach.  There an agent of 
the ruler meets him and his election is made official. 

 

Word List:   Parade  

Monarch‟s Champion  ceremony  

throne   fireworks  

a horse-drawn carriage  Mayor – 

The Royal Family  coach  

agent of the ruler  Guildhall  

 



There Will Come Soft Rains 

By: Ray Bradbury 
 The house was a good house and has been planned and built by 
the people who were to live in it, in the year 1980.  The house was like 
many other houses in that year; it fed and slept and entertained its 

inhabitants and made a good life for them.  The man and wife and 
their two children lived at ease there, and lived happily, even while the 

world trembled.  All of the fine things of living, the warm things, 
music and poetry, books that talked, beds that warmed and made 
themselves, fires that build themselves in the fireplace of evenings, 

were in this house, and living there was a contentment.   
  And then one day the world shook and there was an explosion 

followed by ten thousand explosions and red fire in the sky and a rain 
of ashes and radio activity, and the happy time was over. 
 In the living room the voice-clock sang, Tick-tock seven A.M. 

o’clock, time to get up! as if it were afraid nobody would.  The house 
lay empty.  The clock talked on into the empty morning. 

 The kitchen stove sighed and ejected from its warm interior 
eight eggs, sunny side up, twelve beef slices, two coffees, and two 
cups of hot cocoa.  Seven nine, breakfast time, seven nine. 

 Today is April 28th, said a phonograph voice in the kitchen 
ceiling. „Today, remember, is Mr. Featherstone‟s birthday.  Insurance, 

gas, light and water bills are due.‟ 
 Somewhere in the walls, relays clicked, money tapes glided 
under electric eyes. Recorder voices moved beneath steel needles:  

Eight one, run, run, off to school, off to work, run, run, tick-tock eight 
one o’clock !  

 But no doors slammed, no carpets took the quick tread of 
rubber heels. Outside, it was raining.  The voice of the weather box on 
the front door sang quietly: „Rain, rain, go away, rubbers and raincoats 

for today.  And the rain tapped on the roof. 



 At eight thirty the eggs were shriveled.  An aluminum wedge 

scraped them into the sink, where hot water whirled them down a 
metal throat which digested and flushed them away to the distant sea. 

Nine fifteen, sang the clock, time to clean. 
 Out of the warrens in the wall, tiny mechanical mice darted.  
The rooms were full with the small cleaning animals, all rubber and 

metal.  They sucked up the hidden dust, and popped back in their 
burrows.  

 Ten o’clock. The sun came out from behind the rain.  The 
house stood alone on a street where all other houses were rubble and 
ashes.  At night, the ruined town gave off a radioactive glow which 

could be seen for miles.   
 Ten fifteen.  The garden sprinkler filled the soft morning air 

with golden fountains.  The water tinkled over the charred west side of 
the house where it had been scorched evenly free of its white paint.  
The entire face of the house was black, save for five places.  Here, the 

silhouette, in paint of a man mowing a lawn.  Here, a woman, bent to 
pick flowers.  Still farther over, their images burned on wood in one 

titanic instant, a small boy, hands flung in the air -higher up, the image 
of a thrown ball- and opposite him a girl, her hands, raised to catch a 
ball which never came down. 

 The five spots of paint -the man, the woman, the boy, the girl, 
the ball- remained.  The rest was a thin layer of charcoal. 

The gentle rain of the sprinkler filled the garden with falling 
light. 
 Until this day, how well the house kept its place.  How 

carefully it had asked, „Who goes there?‟ and getting no reply from 
rain and lonely foxes and whining cats, it had shut up its windows and 

drawn the shades.  If a sparrow brushed a window, the shade snapped 
up.  The bird, startled, flew off!  No, not even an evil bird must touch 
the house.  

 And inside, the house was like an altar with nine thousand 
robots attendants, big and small, servicing, attending, singing in 

choirs, even though the masters had gone away and the ritual was 
meaningless.   
A dog whined, shivering, on the front porch. 

 The front door recognized the dog voice and opened.  The dog 
padded in wearily, thinned to the bone, covered with sores.  It tracked 

mud on the carpet. Behind it whirred the angry robot mice, angry at 



having to pick up mud and leaves, which, carried to the burrows, were 

dropped down cellar tubes into an incinerator which sat like an evil 
Baal in a dark corner. 

 The dog ran upstairs hysterically yelping at each door.  It 
pawed the kitchen door widely . 
 Behind the door, the stove was making pancakes which filled 

the whole house with their odor. 
The dog frothed, ran insanely, spun in a circle, biting its tail, 

and died.  
It lay in the living room for an hour.  
One o’clock. 

 Delicately sensing decay, the regiments of mice hummed out 
of the walls, soft as brown leaves, their electric eyes blowing.   

 One fifteen. 
 The dog was gone.  
 The cellar incinerator glowed suddenly and a whirl of sparks 

leaped up the flue.   
 Two thirty five. 

 Bridge tables spouted from the patio walls.  Playing cards 
fluttered onto pads in a shower of pipes.  Martinis appeared on an 
oaken bench. 

But the tables were silent, the cards were untouched. 
At four thirty the table folded back into the wall. 

 Five o’clock.  The bathtubs filled with clear hot water.  A 
safety razor dropped into a wall-mould, ready.   
 Six, seven, eight nine o’clock.   

 Dinner made, ignored, and flushed away; dishes washed; and 
in the study, the tobacco stand produced a cigar, half an inch of gray 

ash on it, smoking, waiting.  The hearth fire bloomed up all by itself, 
out of nothing.   
 nine o’clock.  The beds began to warm their hidden circuits, 

for the night was cool.  
At ten o‟clock, the house began to die. 

 The wind blew.  The bough of a falling tree smashed the 
kitchen window.  Cleaning solvent, bottled, crashed on the stove.  
 „Fire!‟ screamed voices. „Fire!‟  Water pumps shot down water 

from the ceilings.  But the solvent spread under the door, making fire 
as it went, while other voices took up the alarm in chorus.   



 The windows broke with heat and the wind below in to help 

the fire.  Scurrying water rats, their copper wheels spinning, squeaked 
from the walls, squirted their water, ran for more. 

 Too late! Somewhere, a pump stopped. The ceiling sprays 
stopped raining.  The reserve water supply, which has filled baths and 
washed dishes for many silent days was gone.   

 The fire crackled upstairs, ate paintings, lay hungrily in the 
beds !  It devoured every room.   

 The house was shuddering, oak bone on bone, the skeleton 
cringing from the heat, all the wires revealed as if a surgeon had torn 
the skin off to let the red veins quiver in scalded air. Voices screamed, 

„help, help, fire, run!‟ Windows snapped open and shut, like mouths, 
undecided.   Fire, run! the voices wailed a tragic nursery rhyme, and 

the silly Greek chorus faded as the sound-wires popped their 
sheathings. Ten dozen high, shrieking voices died, as emergency 
batteries melted.  

 The crash! The attic smashing kitchen into cellar and subcellar.  
Deep freeze, armchairs, filmtapes, beds, were thrown in a cluttered 

mound deep under.  
Smoke and silence. 
 Dawn shone faintly in the east.  In the ruins, one wall stood 

alone.  Without the wall, a voice said, over and over again and again, 
even as the sun rose to shine upon the heaped rubble and steam: 

 Today is April 29th, 1985.  Today is April 29th, 1985.  Today 
is.. .. .. .. .. 
 

 

Word List:   thin layer of charcoal   

contentment – radio activity   

porch – burrow  –– 

incinerator   radio active glow  

titanic  – run insanely   

yelping  shuddering  – 

bathtub  – hearth – 

smash  – scalded – 

subcellar  emergency  



surgeon  snapped open and shut  

cellar reserve water supply  

devour – oaken bench 

untouched fireplace 

regiments odor 

sparrow masters 

 

 



Preliminary Short Passages
 

 

 

1- ABU BAKR: 

 Abu Bakr who was by virtue of his high place of estimation of 

the Muslims, was hastily elected as a caliph of the Muslims.  He was 
considered as a man of wisdom and moderation.  He addressed the 

Muslims after being elected as a caliph of the prophet (peace and 
blessings be upon him) saying: “.. .. I am charged with your affairs 
though not the best of you.  Nevertheless, the Quran has been already 

revealed, and the prophet (peace and blessings be upon him) has 
taught us and we learned.  Know that the most intelligent are the God-

fearing, and the most foolish are those who deviate from the truth.  
The one who is considered feeble is to me the strongest till I get his 
right back. The one who is strong is the feeblest for me till I get the 

right from him.  Oh people, I am an adherent and not an originator.  If 
I behave well, support me; if I swerve, lead me back to the right path. 



2- RECOLLECTIONS OF CHILDHOOD : 

 The first sense of sorrow I ever knew was upon the death of 

my father, at which time I was not quite five years of age.  I was rather 
amazed at what was going on at home.  I remember that I went into 

the room where his body lay, and my mother sat weeping alone by 
him, and I shouted: “Papa .. papa”.  
 My mother caught me in her arms and told me in a flood of 

tears that Papa could not hear me, and would play with me no more, 
for they were going to put him underground and he could never come 

to us again.

3- INTERNATIONAL TRADE : 

 Commercial relations arise not only between different parts of 
the same state, but between different regions which have no direct 
political connection. If trade is to be regular and constant, however, 

the two trading parties must come to some kind of understanding as to 
the terms on which they meet and do the business.  In modern times 

there are ample facilities for trade between civilized countries.  There 
are: fax, international phone calls, e-mail, and the internet. It is 
expected that electronic trade will thrive during the next ten years. 



4- THE SALJUK OFFICERS : 

 The Saljuk Empire was a military power, and the army on 
which it depended was commanded by Turkish slaves.  Free men 
could not be trusted with the high commands, or the rule of distant 

provinces; it was necessary to rely on the fidelity of purchased slaves, 
brought up at the courts in close relations with the Saljuk princes.   

 Every Saljuk had a following of Mamluks.  The inevitable 
result of this system was the supplanting of the senile master by the 
virile slave.  As the saljuk grew weak, and their Empire broke up into 

subdivisions, the Mamluks who had fought their battles for them, 
became the guardians or regents.



5- DR. SAMUEL JOHNSON : 

 Dr. Samuel Johnson, the son of a small bookseller in Lichfield, 
without advantages of birth or fortune, raised himself to a position 

unrivalled by any other man of letters of the time. He taught the world 
that learning need not be dull. 
 Dr. Johnson had some odd habits such as touching every post 

in the street as he walked. He also used to treasure up scrapes of 
orange-peel in his drawers.  But, apart from these odd habits, Samuel 

Johnson was a store of sound learning, and what was even better, a 
truly tender hearted. 

 

Word List:   globalization  

expression  – international law  

means of communication  small village   

economic recession  it became worse  



Word List:   great cities   

environment scientists  reduce pollution   

car test  countries  – 

factories & workshops   world  

sources of pollution  transferred – 

Word List:   weapons   

mass destruction   armament race  

colonial aims  search for weapons   

misuse   noble aim   



Word List:   communication   
mobile phone   call waiting   
silicon ships   electronic pieces  
performance  speed   

Word List:   anthrax   

dangerous disease   skin – 

respiratory system  terrorist weapon   

microbe  parcel post  

 



Practice Passages

 

 

1- ENERGY AND LIFE : 

 There are two kinds of energy.  There is the energy of motion 
such as that of water falling over a cliff.  This is called kinetic energy.  

There is also potential energy, which is the power a thing may acquire 



or produce kinetic energy.  There is potential energy in the muscles of 

our arms, but immediately we use those muscles to raise something, 
they are producing kinetic energy. 

 The curious thing about all energy that it tends to produce heat.  
The potential energy in a lump of cools is released and we get heat as 
soon as it is put on the fire. 

 Energy produces heat, heat is life, without heat, life on earth 
would become impossible, and the great source of heat is the sun.  It is 

the sun which raises the water from the sea, turns it into rain, deposits 
it upon mountains, down the sides of which it flows in rivers and 
waterfalls. 

 What a wonderful thing it is to think that the sun is the source 
in some way or another of all power. The express engine, rushing 

along at eighty miles an hour, is driven by the steam, which is raised 
by heat. The sun is greatly useful for all farm products. If the sun 
ceases to supply this food, we and other growing things, would die of 

starvation.   
 The clouds that give us rain, the beautiful colors on flowers, 

the clothes we wear, all owe their existence in some way or another to 
that great and wonderful star 39000,000 miles away. 

–

–

–



 

2- THE FIRST LIGHTHOUSE AT ALEXANDRIA:  

 Alexandria, the chief seaport of Egypt, is named after 
Alexander the Great, who was its founder.  Having decided that this 

place was ideally situated for a harbor and a wealthy town, he sent for 
Dinocrates, the distinguished Macedonian architect and asked him to 

draw plans for the building of a town on this site, and through this 
work Dinocrates won increased fame.  Pharos was then a small island 
separated from main land, but Dinocrates by erecting an artificial dyke 

which extended for nearly a mile, joined it to Alexandria. 
 A tragedy led to the building of the first lighthouse. Sostratus, 
one of the best pupils of Dinocrates, desired to marry a lovely 

Athenian maiden, and when the time for the wedding arrived, the girl 
together with her parents set out to cross the  piece of water separating 

Greece from Egypt.  As they approached Egypt, the sea, which was up 
to then quite calm, became very rough, and the darkness of night 
prevented them from seeing ahead; neither could those on land who 

heard their cries, help them in any way.  When the dawn came, 
Sostratus and his relatives found that his bride and all who had 

accompanied her had been drowned, for the ship had struck against 
some terrible rocks and been broken to pieces.  Sostratus was so 
overcome with grief that he gave up his work and passed his time in 

sighing and weeping over the event. 
 Then Dincorastes suggested to build a high tower on the island 

from the top of which flames would show to those on the sea the rocks 
and dangerous shoals near the coast.  The lighthouse was set up at the 
eastern end of the isle by the entrance to the harbor. 



–

 

3- THE ROSETTA STONE :  

 Even the birds and beasts have ways of speaking to each other, 
of warning each other, and of telling good news.  So, we can 

understand that, in the far off days, before history begins to have 
records, the wild human beings of the earth wished to communicate 
with their fellows. 

The first way of writing for man was to draw pictures on the 
walls of their caves.  Later, they began to try to write messages.  They 

sometimes did this by drawing sets of pictures. 



 The ancient Egyptians developed the picture writing idea until 

they produced what we know as hieroglyphics.  These were word 
designs in the form of pictures.  Many of these can still be seen carved 

on the ancient buildings of Egypt.  Men wondered for years what 
these strange writings might mean, but no one could find the key. 
 But in 1798, one of Napoleon’s officers found a large black 

broken stone near Rosetta.  There were three kinds of writings on that 
stone. The Egyptian hieroglyphic writing was the first.  Many scholars 

of France and other nations were puzzled for a long time. But, one of 
them, Champollion by name, saw that the second writing was 
Demotic, the later writing style of the Egyptians, and that the last 

writing was Greek.  He thought that probably the three texts were the 
same.  He was right.  By comparison, they could build up some key to 

the reading of ancient Egyptian writings.  So, this stone gave the key 
of a wonderful history to the whole world. 

…

…

 



4-  THE MOST WONDERFUL THINGS IN THE WORLD : 

What is the most wonderful thing in the world?   Is it the plane 
which flies much faster than any bird ? Is it the wireless that carries 

your voice across the world quicker than the blink of an eye-lid?  Is it 
the giant tree that has lived for a thousand years, or the great 
telescope, which teaches us the mysteries of the sun and the stars ?  Is 

it the computer, satellite TV channels, the mobile phone or the 
internet?  No ! it is something nearer to you than that, something you 

meet and live with and care for every day … it is yourself !  The 
muscles with which you move, the bones that keep them in place, the 
blood which brings them into energy, the network of telephones and 

messengers which guide them and the great central control station of 
the brain … these are the most wonderful things in the world.       

 All living creatures, including us, are made first of all from a 
soft jell-like substance called protoplasm.  It is sometimes referred to 
as the essence of life.  At least three quarters of this substance consists 

of water, and it is surprising to think, when we consider how strong 
and solid our bodies are, that if we could separate the water from them 

we should have only one quarter left. 



 

5- THE THOUSAND AND ONE NIGHTS : 

 The thousand and one nights is a collection of tales in Arabic, 

built up during the middle ages.  Some of its 264 tales were 
transmitted orally by story tellers, and some of them reached Europe 
during the middle ages.  As time went on, the collection increased by 

the addition of tales from other sources and organized it, within the 
framework of a frame tale.  By 1450 the work had assumed its present 

form.   
 The frame-tale recounts how king Shahriar, persuaded by the 
faithlessness of women, married a new wife each evening and put her 

to death the next morning.  Until his bride Shahrazad won reprieve by 
commencing a story in her wedding night, and artfully sustaining 

Shahriar’s curiosity about the outcome of her tales within tales.  For a 
thousand and one nights, he kept reprieving her, then he abandoned 
his original plane. 

 The first European translation was a French by Antoine 
Galland in 1704.  Since then, Ali Baba, Sesame,Aladdin and his magic 

lamp and Sindibad the sailor have all become familiar to Europeans.  
The stories inspired the Russian music composer Rimsky Korsakoff to 
compose a symphonic suite entitled Shahrazad.  

 



Word List :    

European Union   regional integration  

agreement   minor results  

a new trend  new members   

WTO  competition  



Word List :    

electric elevators  sound insulation   

escalator  economic tool  

department stores  express elevator  

skyscraper  local elevators   



Word List :  case   

components  mother board  

RAM  accessories   

processor   hard disk  

reading heads   commonly used  



Word List :  God’s blessings   

modern chemistry   was known for   

17th century   was translated into .. ..  

nonexistent   separated   

sole reference  common saying  



Word List :  rural areas  

human civilization  for ever   

world population   food production   

malnutrition  food upturn  

biological variation  skilled laborers   

cereal crops  human need 

  

          

                

              

               



               

               

                

               

           

               

               

           

              

          .

       

Word List :    

to cut the right hand  Theft ordinance  

holy times   mercy   

to bleed   to carry out  – 

to shove harm  ruler   

obedience  citizens’ goodness  

38-  As for the thief, Male or female, cut off his or her hands: a 
punishment by way of example, from Allah, for their crime: 

and Allah is exalted in power. 
39-  But if the thief repent after his crime, and amend his conduct, 

Allah turneth to him in forgiveness; for Allah is Oft-Forgiving, 
Most Merciful. 

38-  As for the thief, both male and female, cut off their hands. It is 
the reward of their own deeds, an exemplary punishment from 

Allah. Allah is Mighty, Wise. 



39.  But whoso repenteth after his wrongdoing and amendeth, lo! 

Allah will relent toward him. Lo! Allah is Forgiving, Merciful. 

 

Word List :  divan  

resignation   poet  



all evil powers   poem  

collaborated  life’s anxieties    

American University in Beirut 

Word List :  underestimate  



humiliate   interrupt  

at once   a human nature  

a jet crash   good listener   

enough time to talk about their pains

Word List :  plan for life   

noble and safe life   to be dependent  

loan – improper  

poverty   freedom   



 

–

Word List :  slaves  

Abbasids   bounds  

porcelain  white slaves   

hoard – caliphs   

fascinating place  coins  

the other side of Tigris  dock  



Word List :    

serious disease   thinking capacity  

old vice  poverty  

fear  modern civilization  

capital  – raise the position of ..  

 

Word List :  fashions   

shades of Islam ceremonies  



customs and traditions  nations  

Far West   old customs  

–



Word List :  scenario   

directed by: … …  …… program melody  

vitamin C  auto cut  

zoom out  medium close shot 

light music  apricot pie 

fade out   blending  



Word List :  mobile  

space TV channels to be keen 

internet sites  dissipated  

–––

–––

–

–––

–––

–

–





––

Word List :  partner  

contract of Sail  item – 

courts and officials  copies   

grants, sells and transfers  mentioned  

to be used when needed ownership   



–

Word List:   fashion  

inspired   Ottoman Sultans   

Arabic fonts  choice of colors  

slow music  palaces   

fashion designer   Indian perfumes  

save her life   hundreds of girls  

maiden dreams next spring  

sentence follow your heart 

–

––

–



Word List:   AA size  

small doll  batteries   

common type  light moving  tank  

import toys  start a business  

Middle East  distributor  – 

orders   racing car   



Word List:   free education   

quick changes   threaten  

increase in population  expensive fees  

it must be controlled  elite  

private education   foreign currency  

٪

–



Word List:   private car   

technical evaluation  outer appearance  

complete search  old welding  

rust  gauge  

speed gauge  new cable   

valves  greasing  

metallic silver  motor 



Word List:   football player  

professional   broadcaster – 

theatre   actor   

cheer   retired   

training   international   

football match opponent team 

world famous football players  



 حيــاة هنيه




 



 

Word List:   noble life  

mocked at him   abject poverty   

did not get married  semi collapsed   

adobe  giant  

ask for his rights  waterway – canal  

big nose  hairy moustache   

wide eyes  clear strictness  

tensioned   muscles  

fearful face   pop-eyed   

sadness  tears  

 



To His Love 

By: William Shakespeare 
 Shall I compare thee to a summer’s day ? 

Thou art more lovely and more temperate; 
Rough winds do shake the darling buds of may 

And summer’s lease hath all too short a date. 
 
Sometimes too hot the eyes of heaven shines 

And often is his complexion dimmed; 
And every fair from fair sometimes declines 

By chance or nature’s changing course untrimmed. 
 
But thy eternal summer shall not fade 

Nor lose possession of that fair thou owest; 

 



Nor shall death brag thou wanderest in his shade 

When in eternal lines to time thou growest  
 

So long as men can breathe, or eyes can see, 
So long lives this, and this gives life to thee. 

 

–  



 

 

–  

A Birthday 
By: Christina Rossetti

 

My heart is like a singing bird 
 Whose nest is in a watered shoot; 
 

My Heart is like an apple-tree  

Whose boughs are bent with thickest fruit. 
 

My heart is like a rainbow shell 
 That paddles in a halcyon sea; 
 

My heart is gladder than all these 

 



 Because my love is come to me 
 

Raise me a dias of silk and down; 
 Hang it with hair and purple dyes;  
 

 

Carve it in doves and pomegranates, 
 And peacocks with a hundred eyes;  
 

Work it in gold and silver fleur-de-lys;  

 Because the birthday of my life  
 

is come, my love is come to me.
 

–Horizons of Translation  



 

 

Duped by their saying: a beauty, 

 and the pretty are duped by praise. 
Think you she forgot my name when,  

 many others fell in her love ?   
When she sees me, she veers away,  
 as if there was nothing between us. 

A glance, a smile a greeting, 
 a chat, a date, a meeting,  

Then a separation, in which will be cure, 
 or a separation in which will be ailment.

 

–   

 

We are the hollow men 
We are the stuffed men. 
Leaning together  

Headpiece filled with straw.   Alas  ! 
Our dried voices, when  

We whisper together  
Are quiet and meaningless 
As wind in dry glass  

In our dry cellar 
Shape without form, shade without color,  

Paralyzed force, gesture without motion; 
 This is the dead land  
This is the cactus land  

 



Here the stone images 

Are raised, here they receive 
The supplication of a dead man’s hand  

Under the twinkle of a fainting star.  
T.S. Eliot 

 

–Horizons of Translation  

I wander’d lonely as a cloud 

Tat floats on high o’er vales and hills. 
When all at once I saw a crowd,  

A host of golden daffodils, 
Beside the lake, beneath the trees 

 



Flattering and dancing in the breeze. 

Continuous as the stars that shine 
And twinkle on the milky way,  

They stretch’d in never-ending line 
Along the margin of a bay: 
Ten thousand saw I at a glance 

Tossing their heads in sprightly dance. 
The waves beside them danced, but they 

Out-did the sparkling waves in glee 
A poet could not but be gay 
In such a jocund company !

W. Wordsworth

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



RADIO, TELEVISION, CINEMA, 

THEATER AND MUSIC 

** ** ** 

 

action film  

actress  

antenna – aerial  –

Arab music  

aria – tune     ––

background music  ––

band leader – bandmaster – conductor  

big-budget films  

black comedy  

blending  

blending  

brass band  

bright comedy  

brightness  

broadcaster  

broadcasting material  

broadcasting station  

bugle – bugler  –

Cairo Film Festival  

camera control room  

cameraman  

Cannes Film Festival  

cast  

chamber music  –

chorus (v. n.) –

cinema frame 

cinema scope  



cinematography  

classical music  

clip – scene – shot 

close-up  

compose music  

contrast  

control room  

co-star  ––

costume designer  

counterpoint –

crescendo of drama  

croon  

diminuendo of drama  

director  

ditty  

educational film  

electric guitar  

extreme close up shot  

extreme long shot  

fade in  

fade out  

feature film  

film – lens – shoot  

film festival  –

film- motion – movie – picture  

film/movie industry  

film’s running time  

first rate film  

flashback  

floor manager  

folk music  

gangster movie  
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gifted actor  

gust-star 

halftone  

high-pitched voice 

international award 

jazz  

leading lady  

light effects  

light music  

lightening director  

long shot  

long wave (LW) 

low budget film 

lyrics  

main role  

main role – title role  

make-up  

masterpiece  –

medium shot  

medium wave (MW) 

mezzo 

mezzo forte  

military band  

monitor  

montage  –

movie star  

murder-mystery drama  

music composer  

music mode 

music scale  

musical comedy  

musician  



network  –

new look  –

news bulletin  

news flash  

newscast 

newscaster 

nocturne  

nursery rhyme  

on air  

opera house  

orchestra 

outside broadcast 

over the shoulder shot  

overcast 

overture 

panorama  

picture details  

picture elements  

premiere screening  

prima donna  

propaganda film  

properties  –––

pulse generator  

recital  

religious program  

reverberation  –

rock and roll  

saga film  

satirical comedy  

scenario – screenplay –

screen  –

screen test  
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screen writer  

script  

scriptwriter  

secondary role  

second-rate film 

shoot on-location 

short film  

short wave (SW) 

silent film  

silver screen  

singer – songster  –

solo  

soloist  

sonata 

songestress  –

soprano –

sound effects 

special effects  

specify all locations  

sports program  

spotlights  

staccato  

stand-in  

star in  

starlet 

string quartet  

studio  

supernumeraries  –

swan song  

symphony  

thriller film  

tile down  



tile up  

to halt a film  

transmitter  

tricks and special effects  

TV. commercials  

two shot  

variety program  

video clip 

vocal cords  

wave length  

women programs   

woodwind instruments  

zoom in  

zoom out  

  



COMMERCE, ECONOMY & BANKING 

** ** ** 
 

a bill of exchange  

a chartered accountant  

a financier  –

a stock-broker  

ability to pay  

accountancy –

accounts payable 

accounts receivable  

accruing interest  

adjudged bankrupt –

adjustment  ––

advance money  

advice note  –

agent  

agglomeration  –

air freight bill 

an accident insurance  

an endowment insurance  

an insurance policy  

analytical reports  

application of funds  

Arab Bank for Economic Development 

in Africa  

Arab Fund for Economic and Social 

Development  

arbitrage  

article of partnership  

assessment  ––



 

assets  –

Association of Southeast Asian 

Nations (ASEAN) 

at a discount  –

at zero interest  

auction  

auctioneer  

auditing  

authorized capital  

average of collection period  

bad debt  –

bad debt loss index  

balance of payments  

balance sheet   

balance sheet  

balloon loan 

bank draft  

bank holiday  

bankruptcy  –

barter  ––

bid up  

bill of lading  

black market  

board of directors  

bonus  

bookkeeping  

boom  –

boost  –

boost the economic potential  

boycotting  

branch banks  

budget  
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build, operate, own, transfer 

(BOOT) 

build, operate, transfer (BOT) 

business loan limit  

buy on installment  

call loan  

callable bonds  

callable preferred stocks  

capital  

capital investment  

cash a cheque  

cash before delivery (CBD) 

cash discount  

cash in advance (CIA) 

cash on delivery (COD) 

cash with order (CWO) 

cashier  

casualty of losses and theft  

centralized system of branch accounting  

charter  

circulating capital  

classification of accounts  

clearing house  

close down of fiscal year  

commission  

commodity  –

competitive prices  

composite value  

concession  ––

confiscate incompatible goods 

consistency  –

constraint  –



 

consumer goods 

consumer lending institutions  

contraband ––

contractor 

control of capital expenditure  

converge  

convertible currency  

core budget  

cost and freight (C &F)  

cost of living  

cost price  

cost, insurance and freight (CIF) 

counterfoil  

country of origin  

covert  ––

crash program  

credibility  

credit risk  

credit sales 

credit terms  –

cross-section data  

curb – constraint – constriction – bottleneck  

current account  

curtail  ––

customer  –

customs duty  

cut-throat competition  

debate currency  

debentures  

debtor  

deed of association  
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deposit account  

deposit-import  

depreciation  

depressed area – disaster area  

depression  ––

depression of prices  

developed countries  

developing countries  

disaster-prone area  

discount  –

discrimination  –

diseconomy  –

diseconomy – drain  

distortion  –

diverge  ––

dividends 

documentary credit  

down payment  

downward adjustment  –

draft  

draw a bill  

drawing account  

dumping  

durable goods  

dutiable goods 

earnings – revenues  ––

earnings statement  

economic analytic study  

economic and social welfare   

economic assistance without strings attached  

economic boycott  

Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) 



 

Economic Commission for Latin 

America (ECLA) 

Economic Commission of Asia and the 

Far East (ECAFE) 

Economic Community of West 

African States (ECOWAS) 

economic development  

economic feasibility study  

economic malaise  –

economic planning  

economic pressure  

economic rate of return  –

economic recession  

economic returns 

economic sanctions  

economic slump  –

economic stability  

economic warfare  

eliminate  ––

empirical study  

end of month (EOM) 

endorse a cheque  

endorsement  

endowment  –

enter items of expenditure 

European Community (EC) 

European Community Market (ECM) 

European Cool and Steel Community  

European Free Trade Association (EFTA)  

European Union (EU) 

exchange of products  

excise duty  
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exemption from taxes  

extrabudgetary  

extractive industries  

face value  

favorable balance of trade  

feasibility study  

financial commitment  

financial crisis  

financial inflation  

financial markets 

financial risks  –

financial stress  –

financialization of savings  

firm price  

fiscal  

fiscal drag  

flat rate  

flow chart  

flow of cash statement  

fluctuation of prices  –

food inflation 

foreign capital  

foreign exchange earner  

foreign trade  

forfeiture   

free trade agreement 

free trade area  

free zone  

freight charges  

front money  

full-employment  

fund of fixed assets  



 

fund of floating assets  

fund of joint consumption  

funded debt  ––

gains of international trade  

gap – default – deficiency ––

General Agreement on Tariffs and 

Trade (GATT) 

gold reserve  

governmental tariff  

grass roots 

gray market  

gross capital employed  

gross domestic product  

gross national product  

gross value  

gross value  

ground information  

Gulf Co-operation Council 

hamper ––

head note  

holding company  

home trade  

home-made  

hot money  

household sector  

impersonal ledger  

imprest system  

in the pipe line  

incentive  –

inception  ––

income tax exemption claim  
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income-spending lag  

incremental  –

inflation  

inside tips  

insurance against risks  

intellectual property rights  

interest due – interest payable  

interest rate  

interest-free loan  

interim dividend  

internal economic stability  

international trade  

inventory book  

investment  

investment incentives  

investment income 

issue paper – write-up paper  –

jog –

joint creditor  

joint venture  

labor efficiency report  

labor productivity  

Latin America Free Trade Area  

laundering  

law of diminishing returns  

ledger  

letter of credit  

levy  –

liabilities  –

life insurance  

limited company  

limited liability company  



 

liquidation  

loan  

loan amortization/ payback/ refunding/ repayment  

logistic capacity  

long-standing accounts  

long-term investment  

loss from operations 

lump sum  

maintenance of economic stability  

make a bid  

making up for losses  –

malversation of public funds   

managing director  

mandate form  

maritime law  

market value  

marketing  

mega merge  

memorandum of association  

middleman – go-between –

mint  

monetary policy  

monetization – minting  –

moratorium  ––

mortgage  

multinational company  

mutual insurance  

mutual recognition agreement 

naked debenture  

national economy  

national income  
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nationalization  

nominal value  

North America Free Trade Area 

(NAFTA) 

notice of garnishment  

on credit  

on probation  

open door principle  –

open-door policy  

open-ended support  –

order at current price  

out of stock  

over consumption  

overall deficit  

overdraft  

overdue  

over-employment  

overhead charges  

overhead expenses – overhead charges  –

over-production  –

overt  ––

paid-in capital in excess of par value 

parties of a contract  

partner  

partnership  

pass-book 

pawnbroker  –

pay in cash  

payable to bearer  

payback period –

payments – disbursements  

per capita  



 

per capita income  

periodic inventory system 

perishable goods  

permanent working capital  

personal holding company tax  

personnel department  –

petty cash  

pick-up  – rebound – recovery  

pre-feasibility study 

premium ––

price differentials  

price discrimination  

price rating  

prices gave ground sharply  

production incentives  

profit and loss account  

profit and loss statement  

proportion of current interest  

provision trade  

provisional measures  –

public corporation  

public utility company  –

purchasing power  

purchasing procedures 

putting a company into liquidation  

quick ratio  

quota  ––

rate earned on total assets  

rate of discount  

rate of exchange  

rationing – rationalization  
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real consumption  

real income 

rebate of premium  

receipt of duty  

received cash book  

receiving note  

recession  –––

reciprocal  –

recompense someone for a loss  

recover the money lost 

recovery of business  

rectified invoice  

reduce the output  

regional integration  

regional integration agreement  

remit money  –

render  –––

reserve capital  

reserve price  

resource gap  

resources of the state  

restriction of imports  

retail  

retail merchandising  

retailer  

retrenchment  

return of capital  

returns  –

revolving credit  

rigging the market  

rubber cheque  

rule of absolute priority  



 

rule of thumb  –

safe investment  

sale  –

sale or return goods 

sales daybook  

salesman  

saving certificate  

secured loans  

selling by installment  

settle an account  

severance pay  

shares 

short-term loans  

show of hands  

signatory  ––

sleeping partner  

smuggling goods  

soft loan  

speculations  

speculative transaction  

spurt  ––

stabilization of currency  

stagflation  

stagnation – recession  

stamp duty  –

statistics  –

steady fiscal policy  

stipulation of a contract  –

stock company  

stock turnover  

strategy of triage  
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super luxury goods  

supply and demand  

system of book keeping  

take stock  –

tally system  

tax dodger  

tax evasion  

tax exemption  

taxation department  

tender  

term loan  

term loans  

term of credit  

The Stock Exchange  

trade agreement  

trade balance  

trade discount  

trade mark  

transaction  –

traveler’s cheque  

turnover  –

umbrella project  

undermine  

unfavorable balance of trade  

unforeseen  –

unsecured loans  

up-dating  ––

valid up to … …  ……

voucher  ––

welfare –––

wholesale  

wholesaler 



 

wildcat strike  

workers’ remittances  

working capital  

working capital 

World Bank 

World Trade Organization (WTO)  

worth …LE. at maturity  ……

x-axis and y-axis 

yield  ––

zero deposit-import  
 

 



COMPUTER AND INTERNET 

** ** ** 
 

a/b switch  

accelerator 

access time 

acronym  

active 

active frame 

ad banner 

agent 

airbrush  

animation 

anti-virus program  

application  

arrow keys   –

artificial intelligence  

attachment  

backbone  

backup 

bi-directional  

bold 

boot disk  

browse  

browser  

bug 

cable 

cache memory  

carbon copy  
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case - console 

chat 

color printer  

compact disk - CD 

computer ethics 

computer graphics  

computer literacy  

computer science  

computer security  

computer virus  

control panel  

copy and paste 

copyright  

CPU 

central processing unit   

data accumulation  –

data acquisition  

data bank  

data base  

data communication  

data compression  

data entry  

data processing  

dead link –

desktop  

desktop publishing  

dialogue box  

digital camera  

disk –

document  

download  
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drag and drop 

drive 

drop down menu 

eject  

e-mail address  

file 

floppy disk 

folder 

hard copy 

hardware  

home page  

hot keys  

HTML (hypertext markup language) 

icon 

illegal operation  

import  

information superhighway  

input device –

integrated circuit  

intellectual propriety rights   

internet café  

ISP (internet service provider) 

keyboard 

laptop computer  

laser printer  

link  – 

lower case  

macro 

macro virus  

modem 

monitor - display  

mother board 
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mouse 

mouse pad 

multitasking 

net 

netiquette 

network 

new record  

numeric keypad  

operating 

operating system 

options  

orphan  

output device  ––

overwrite  

page break  

paste  

PC (personal computer) 

piracy 

pixel  

port - socket 

print  

print setup  –

printer 

processor  

programmer  

programming language  

RAM (Random Access Memory) 

restart  –

retrieve  

ROM (read only memory) 

scan a disk  
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scanner  

screen capture – screen shot  

screen saver  

scroll bar  

search catalogue  

send an e-mail  

server  

shareware 

shut down  

soft copy 

software  

software piracy  

sort  –

sound card 

spell-checker  

surf the net  

system analysis  

system design  

system operator 

system problem 

task bar  

technical support  

text file  

title bar 

undo  –

update  

upgrade  –

upload –

upper case  

user name  

VGA card 
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virtual memory 

virus detection 

virus protection software  

web designer 

web page designing  

web site  

word processor  

word-processing  

world wide web (www)  

write protected  

zipped files  

 


